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Dr. Ralph C. Smedley (1878-1965)
Officers
President

Experience the Power of Toostmasfers

Eddie V. Dunn, DTM

3106 7th St. North. Fargo, NO 58102
Senior Vice President

John S. Latin, DTM

I participated in an educational symposium recently with representatives from

1010 Calle Ortega, San Dimas, CA 91773

several universities. One of the speakers on the program, Dr. Keith Wharton,

Second Vice President

Helen M. Blanchard. DTM

was especially interesting and effective. During the coffee break, I made my way

430 San Antonio Ave. #2, San Diego, CA 92106

through the crowd to congratulate him.
He glanced down at the Toastmasters

;%

Third Vice President

Theodore C. Wood, DTM

908 Cox Ave., Hyattsville, MD 20783

pin on my lapel and said, "What did
you expect from a fellow Toastmaster?
We spent the rest of the coffee break
visiting. I found out that his

Past President

William 0. Miller. DTM

12101 Hunters Lane, Rockville, MD 20852
Executive Director
Terrence J. McCann

Toastmasters International, P.O. Box 10400
Santa Ana. CA 92711
Secretary-Treasurer

Toastmasters training had been an im

portant factor in his career, including his
being named Acting Dean of Agriculture

Donald E. Smith

Toastmasters International. P.O. Box 10400

at the University of Minnesota.
Later, as we walked back into the con
ference room, he stopped and said,

Santa Ana. CA 92711
Directors

Bennie E. Bough. DTM

4607 Ordinary Court. Annandale, VA 22003

"You know, Eddie, Toastmasters is a

Edwyn J. Buzard III, DTM

powerful organization, but many of our

10680 Marine View Dr. S.W.. Seattle, WA 98146

members don't realize that you have to

actually experience the personal growth
it provides before it becomes a reality."
I grinned and said, "I agree." Little did
he know that he had just stated the foun
dation for the theme I had already

selected-"EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF TOASTMASTERS."

Scott A. Edwards, DTM

6304 Raleigh Ave., Lubbock, TX 79414
Tomas F. Esquivel. DTM
5311 Wellesly St., La Mesa. CA 92041
Frederick J. Ludwick Jr., DTM

17 Hurd St., Cazenovia, NY 13035
David B. Meeks, DTM

P.O. Box 2291, Tampa. FL 33601
Lewis D. Mutty. DTM
129 Nimrod Dr., Concord, MA 01742

Keith is correct. This is a powerful organization. He is also correct in saying
you have to actually experience it to realize it.

6053 N. 21st Dr., Phoenix, AZ 85015

Toastmasters success stories such as Keith's are not hard to find. They are
all around us. But I have noticed that those success stories come only from clubs

2536 Derbyshire Way, North Vancouver, B.C.

which are carrying out the Toastmasters program the way it is designed and in
tended. This tells me the success of our members is directly linked to the strength
of the club to which the members belong.

Arthur F. Nieto, DTM

John F. Noonan, DTM
Canada V7H 1P8

Edward W. Nygaard, DTM

4087 Jersey Ave. N., Crystal, MN 55427
Kenneth C. Rennie, DTM

Strong clubs think in terms of educational programs rather than weekly
meetings; in developing communication skills rather than giving a speech; in
leadership development rather than serving as an officer Most Important, they
think in terms of satisfying individual members" needs rather than having members

1 Donald St.. Carlingford, N.S.W.,
2118 Australia

Tommy B. Richardson, DTM

2704 Sleepy Hollow Dr.. Lafayette, IN 47904
Charles W. Rooney, DTM
1205 Vista Leaf Dr., Decatur. GA 30033

fulfill program assignments.

When a club is functioning as it is designed and intended, it is not only im

pressive and enjoyable, it is also powerful. The club has an energy level that
you can sense and almost feel. It is impossible to be a member of such a club
and not EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF TOASTMASTERS.

But the characteristics of successful clubs are not privileges reserved for only

a few. The power of the Toastmasters program is available to every club and
every member-we all have access to the same programs and the same oppor

Charles H. Rust, DTM

2114 Highland Ct., Bozeman, MT 59715
James G. Sauer, DTM

4209 Frank Court, La Crosse, Wl 54601
Jim Smith, DTM

4520 Pennyston Ave., Huber Heights, OH 45424
D. Adele Stagner, DTM
470 W. Harrison, Claremont, CA 91711

tunities. It is a matter of taking the initiative, stepping up to the challenges, and
making it happen.

So, I invite you to join the thousands of other Toastmasters around the world
this year who will be recognizing our clubs for what they are and helping build
them into what they can be. I invite you and your entire club to experience the
power of Toastmasters.

T0ASTMAST6R
Editor
Debbie Horn

Editorial Assistant
Michelle Cabral
Art Director

Bob Payne

Eddie V. Dunn, DTM
International President

To Place Advertising. Contact:
Toastmasters International

Publications Department
2200 N. Grand Ave., P.O. Box 10400
Santa Ana, CA 92711
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In Persuasive Speaking

by Barney Kingston

by Linda Woods

Published to promote the ideals and goals of Toastmasters International, an organization devoted to helping its members improve their ability to

express themselves clearly and concisely, develop and strengthen their leadership and executive potential, and achieve whatever self-development
goals they may have set for themselves. Toastmasters International is a nonprofit, educational organization of Toastmasters clubs throughout the
world. The first Toastmasters club was established by Dr. Ralph C. Smedley on October 22,1924. Toastmasters International was organized October
4,1930, and incorporated December 19,1932. This official publication of Toastmasters International carries authorized notices and articles regarding
the activities and interests of the organization, but responsibility is not assumed for the opinions of authors of other articles. Copyright 1983 by
Toastmasters International, Inc. All rights reserved. The name "Toastmasters" and the Toastmasters emblem are registered trademarks of Toastmasters
International, Inc. Marca registrada en Mexico. PRINTED IN USA. All correspondence relating to editorial content and circulation should be addressed

to THE TOASTMASTER Magazine, P.O. Box 10400, Santa Ana, CA 92711. Phone (714) 542-6793. Non-member price: $12.00 per year. Single copy: $1.25.
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by Leon Fletcher

Ever since the days of the
ancient Greek orators, virtually
every successful speaker has
followed the same basic guides to the
opening of a speech. There are but two
points to present:
1. Start with an attention-getter.
2. Then preview the subject of your
speech.
That's it. Nothing more. Nothing less.
Then why—oh why???— do we have to
hear so many speeches with so much ver
biage which is unimpressive, unrelated,
unimportant?
There are several dreadful openings to
speeches, but five stand out as especially
ineffective:

•The Artificial Compliment
•The Unrelated Joke
•The Lengthy Guest List
•The Pointless Time-Check

•The Ego-Builder
All of them are trite. They fit
perfectly Webster's definition of trite"worn out; common; used till so common

as to have lost its novelty and interest."
You should consider each of those non
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them. Besides, each of those miserable

A

FIVE WAYS NOT TO BEGIN YOUR SPEECH.
THE

productive openings carefully—not so
you'll become an expert in using them,
but so you'll be diligent in not using

T0 A S rMA S TER /0 C T0BER

openings has several attractive
alternatives which you can use to start
your speeches and avoid those early
yawns from your audience.
The Artificial Compliment
Consider the Artificial Compliment
one of the worst of the bad openers for a
speech. It's usually delivered from a
mouth with a grin that's too wide, by a
19 8 3
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How Much Is It Worth To Build A Super Memory?

"My Super Reading System Shows You

How To Think More Effectively...
Double Your Ability To Read And Remember.

(And The Most Amazing Part May Be The Cost.)"
-Professor Russell Stauffer, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus, University ofDelaw are
Suppose I told you the real problem with
reading and remembering is the way we

Listen And Learn At Your
MEET T HE AUTHOR

think.

Own Pace

No one has ever sat down and told us the

ability to read and learn, you'll see results

Russell Stauffer, Ph.D., is Professor

My Super Reading System gets you
No one has ever taught us how to think. started immediately. No matter what your

right way to learn.

Emeritus at the University of Delaware.
He has authored major textbooks and is
considered to t)e one of the top re

from the very first day. Listen and prog

searchers on how and why we learn. In
addition. Dr. Stauffer is one of the few

"You mean there's a 'right' and 'wrong' ress at your own pace. You'll practice on
way to think?! " Yes,there is. And, unfor

tunately, most of us do it the wrong way.

materials that you read every day. Your
living room becomes a comfortable
classroom. Practice at home, the office

Reading Hall of Fame.

wherever or whenever it's convenient.

Finally...A Real Breakthrough
Let me explain. As a Ph.D., I've been
involved in many studies to deter

scholars admitted for membership In the

Whether you're a student, a business

mine precisely how and why we
think the way we do... why learning

How about $39.95—plus postage and
shipping? That's it—and there are no
extra charges, no hidden costs.

This one-time charge comes with
my personal money-back guaran

is "easier " for some and "harder"

tee to go along with it. My Super
Reading System is complete with
everything you need to get started

for others. I, along with a few col
leagues, discovered that we do not
use our brain efficiently. The most
wondrous part of us—our mind—is

—master guide, teacher-on-cas
sette, and full instructions.

not being utilized fully when it
Of*

comes to analyzing information...

Examine My Super Reading
System FR£E

drawing conclusions...retaining
data. In short, we have not learned
how to use our brain to its maxi

I feel confident that you'll discover
a real breakthrough in the way you

mum.

read, learn and remember. Let me

Until now.

invite you to examine my Super
Reading System free for 15 days.
Listen to ttie teacher-on-cassette.
Then you decide. If you don't feel

After years of research and testing, I've
developed a new system that actually
teaches you how to think. I call it the
Super Reading System—and it will dou
ble your ability to read and remember.

Super Reading Is Super Learning
The key to learning is recall. If you can't

person, a manager or a technician, you

ing speed... dramatically improve your

Reading System that doubles reading
speed and comprehension. In fact, any
one and everyone can use the system

comprehension... if you don't concur

remember what you've heard or read,
then you haven't really learned. The

and get benefits that will last a lifetime.

Super Reading System pses a step-by-

Here's The Most Remarkable Part
Now, what would you expect to pay for a
learning system this good, this easy, this

step, easy-to-follow teacher-on-cassette

guide that demonstrates a new, easy,
practical way to learn. Spend a few, short
hours a day (the whole course takes

you'll be able to double your read

can benefit from the innovative Super

foolproof? $400? $500? Or more?

only about 30 hours to complete), and

this is a revolutionary advance in your
ability to think more effectively...as you
build a super memory... simply send it
back. I'll refund your money in full, no
questions asked. What could be easier or

fairer than that? So why delay? Send for
the Super Reading System that I guaran
tee will ultimately change the way you
think. Fill out and mail the no-risk coupon.

MAIL NO-RISK COUPON TODAY

I II guarantee you will be able to read
faster, .and remember more.

Super Reading InstHuie

Expand Your Memory

113 Gaither Drive, Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054

Think of what this will mean to you. You'll

□ YES! and
Please
send me the Super Reading System at $39.95 plus $3 postage
insured delivery. If I'm not completely satisfied, I can return it in its

Dept. SB-01

be able to breeze through stacks of read

ing material. Books, newspapers, maga
zines, texts .. even the most technical or
difficult reading matter will be much easi

er and faster to read. But the real benefit,

the real key to my Super Reading System
is you'll strengthen your memory.
Chances are, you'll never again have to
flip back the pages in search of the
thought you couldn't quite recall... or

search your memory for that missing fact
that you need to know. Your mind will be

functioning better... thinking more effi
ciently...and remembering twice as
much.

THE

original condition within 15 days for a full refund.
□ Check or money order enclosed.
^
'

www.

□ Charge my credit card under regular terms.
D Visa □ MasterCard □ American Express

Card No
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

^xp. Date

STATE

-ZIP_

SIGNATURE

FREE 15-DAY TRIAL EXAMINATION
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NJ residents add 6% sales tax.

voice with too much syrup. The exact
wording varies, but usually comes
out something like this;
"Well,just let me start by telling
all of you how retilly happy I am to
be here in your fine town, speaking

Gear your dub

to you here in this really fine
auditorium, speaking to just about

for growth with.. .

the finest audience I've ever had

Anniversary

the pleasure to address!"

Month!

"Sleep time!" is the signal received
by many in that audience. They've
heard that opening so many times before.

Your club can receive these

Often it is from a speaker who isn't

quite sure what town he's in, not sure

awards for membersjoining

of the difference between an auditorium

in October, November and

and a theater, not sure just who is out
there listening to him.
What makes that opening so bad is its

Decemtjer;

• 5 New Members — Banner

lack of specifics. It can be delivered

Ribbon

"Say, before I start my speech, I do
want to tell you about this retJly

funny story I heard the other day..."

"You know, my little 8-year-old
really says a lot of clever things. Just
this morning she asked..."
Indeed, some speakers are so boldunthinking, insensitive—they come right
out and tell their audiences, "Here's a

joke that doesn't have anything to do
with my speech, but I thought you'd
enjoy it." The point is, of course, that
an opening joke—and every joke in all
of your speeches—should have a direct,
VcJid, significant relationship to the main
idea of your presentation.
There are two easy techniques to help

you relate a joke to your speech. One

is a transition—a phrase, sentence,
occasionally a couple of sentences.

• 10 New Members —"Best

Speaker of the Day"Award
• Top Club In Each District —
Special Banner Ribbon
Presented by Your District Goverrxsr(Minimum of 5 New Members
to Qualify)
Use Anniversary Month to help your
club growl(New, reinstated and dual

A COMPLIMENT CAN BE A GOOD OPENER
FOR A SPEECH, BUT IT MUST BE SINCERE.
IT MUST CONTAIN HONEST PRAISE
FOR SPECIFIC FEATURES.

memt)ers count; transfer memt3ers do not

quali^.j

with equal vigor to a group of ecologists
or a conference of oil well drillers. It
can be said in San Francisco or
Saskatchewan. It will fit Chandler

MOVING?
If so, we'll need your change of address.
Please give us your old address as well as

your new by attaching an address label from

Pavillion in Los Angeles or a Grange htdl

sincere. To make it so, it must contain

their opening jokes to their speech

honest praise for specific features. If
you're to compliment a town, the very
least you can say—effectively-is the

Q^

name of the town. Better, mention some
feature-the new mall, the recent winning
of the "most livable" title, or such.
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Every town and hamlet has some
distinctive, attractive features; mention
one or a few if you are to compliment
it with any effectiveness.
If you want to compliment the hall in
which you speak, it should be for some
valid, specific reason—its recent
opening, distinctive design, historic
importance. If you are going to
compliment the audience, mention a
common goal, a recent honor, or perhaps
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its successful campaign.
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The Unrelated Joke
The Unrelated Joke may be an even

Mall this to:

worse opening to a speech. You know that
one—you've heard it often enough.
Among the most popular lead-ins are such

Toastmasters International

I

next with such lines as: "Well, what

else is in the news today?" or, "Oh,

Certainly a compliment can be a good
opener for a speech. But it must be

"
cc
CD

transitions effectively in his opening
monologue, relating one joke to the

in Idaho.

a recent Issue of THE TOASTMASTER in the
space shown.

LU X

which links the point of your joke to the
point of your speech. Johnny Carson uses

2200 N. Grand Ave., P.O. Box 10400
Santa Ana, CA 92711

did you see the TV report on...?"
Speakers use transitions to relate

subjects when they say, for example:
"Well, we can all laugh at that guy's

problem, but have you ever wondered
how you'd handle the problem of...?"
The other technique to relate a joke to

your speech topic is the switch. That's

changing the setting, characters or
subjects of the joke. A gag about a
backpacking trip, for example, can
usually be changed to a walk on the
beach, and then you'll be able to
connect it directly to your speech topic,
off-shore pollution.
The Lengthy Guest List
But is there any opening to a speech
which is more boring than the Lengthy
Guest List? Politicians specialize in
these lists. They are also the favorite
openings of many visiting professors,
traveling club officers, commencement
speakers and military spokespersons.
Their lists can sound almost endless:

"Mr.Chairman, madam president,
worthy officers, fellow members,

lines as these:

THE
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honored guests, visiting colleagues,
generous patrons, distinguished
scholars, able assistants, talented
musicians, fellow speaJcers, and
especially all of their wives, husbands,

mothers, fathers...and the Right
Reverend..., and His Excellency...
and the..."

Should all greetings be eliminated

from your speech openings? No. A good

JOKES fir SPEAKERS!

For Toastmasters, Business Executives, Club Officers,
Banqueteers, or anyone who has to talk.
An up-to-the-minute Topical Joke-Bulletin with approximately 100 funny
one-liners, stories and roast lines. Created by top Hollywood comedy
writers. A great source of fresh professional material to humorize your
speech for any audience; any occasion. Current issue: $6.50.

guide to follow is that recommended
for most socitd situations: Do in

Our 11th Year. Send check or M.O. to:

moderation whatever those before you
did. If the speaker before you opened
with "Mr. Chairman, ladies and

gentlemen," then it is usually sufficient
for you to addressjust "Mr. Chairman"

JOKES UN-LTD.
8033 Sunset Blvd., Dept.0-2,Hollywood, CA 90046

or "Ladies and gentlemen." Certainly
there is little point in your repeating
a long list of greetings which some

Listen
and Succeed
Cassette tapes featuring condensations of best-selling books:
□ Power of Coal Setting

Don't open by

by Paul J. Meyer

DROPPING NAMES OR
PLACES. DON'T OPEN
WITH PUTDOWNS.

□ How I Raised Myself

from Failure to Success

in Selling bv frank Betlger

□ Think and Grow Rich
bv Napoleon Hill

□ Magic of Thinking Big
by David Schwartz

□ The Art of Public

□ The Grea test Salesman
Speaking by Millard Bennett
in the World

□ The Magic of Believing

by Og Mandino

by Claude Bristol

Each only

$10.

postage
included.

Make rfiecks payable to:

Success Tapes

3027 S-£. 28th Ave

Portland OR 97202

previous speaker has already presented.

Enclosed is my check or money order for

-tapes

(checked above) @ $10.95. Total S
Name

Address
City

State.

Zip.

Visa/M.C.# .

Exp. Date

If you're the first speaker? Then
express a greeting to a few key
individuals-two or three should be

enough—and the audience. Be brief,

and get on to the main idea of your
speech.
The Pointless Time-Check

It was way back when I was a student
in high school when I first became

alert to the dangers of speakers who begin
their speech with the dreaded Pointless

Time-Check. Such speakers step up to the
lectern, make a big show out of taking

finish within five percent of your
assigned time without checking a clock.
In a 20-minute speech, that means you'll
finish within about a minute of your
planned length. That gives you a leeway
of about 150 words. That may be difficult
to judge during your first speeches. But
you'll increase your ability for ending
on time as you speak more frequently.
It's a minor but valuable skill, worth

their watch off their wrist or out of

adding to your other goals for improving

their pocket. Then they'll wind it,

your speaking.
The Ego-Builder
Finally, there's the distasteful
opening called the Ego-Builder. It comes

sometimes even listen to it as if making
sure it's running. Next, they'll turn to
whoever introduced them and say, "Let
me be sure now that I don't keep this
fine audience from their next meeting—
exactly how much time do I have
for my speech?"

in a variety of wordings, all boring:
"I'm certainly glad to be speaking to
you today on this subject, because
just yesterday, in Washington, I was
telling Ronnie just how he should..."

Almost always, they're the speakers
who ramble on and on and on into the
next speaker's time or into the lunch
period. There seems to be some kind of

semi-scientific principle at work in
such speakers-the more they check the
time, the longer they run over.

To avoid becoming such a speaker, you
should, of course, time your speeches
in rehearsal. You should be able to

You know of other such ego-builders.
The word "I" shows up in them far too
often. Almost always they are delivered
with ugly little laughs-by the speaker,
not the audience.

The remedy is simple: Don't use such
lines. Don't open your speeches by
talking about yourself in selfaggrandizing terms. Don't open by
dropping names. Or places. Don't
open with putdowns.
As audiences suffer through all these
types of ineffective, inappropriate
speech openings, one point stands out.
There are so many creative, productive,
effective ways to open a speech, why
should any speaker take a chance on
alienating listeners right at the start of
his or her speech? ♦

That, of course, is the "Name-

Dropping Ego-Builder." Then there's
the well-known "Put-Down EgoBuilder":

"Say, does old Miss...still teach here?

I remember years ago when I was in
her class, and she kept telling
me how I'd never be a success, and
now..."

THE
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Leon Fletcher is an

emeritus professor of
speech at Monterey
Peninsula College and
author of more than
215 publications.
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San

Diego
UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS FROM
TOASTMASTERS' 1983 CONVENTION.

Seventy-year-old Roy Fenstermaker
stood triumphantly on the stage
clutching the first-place trophy

he had just received in Toastmasters'
International Speech Contest. It had
been seven years since the retired

engineer's last attempt at capturing
the coveted title of"World Champion of

Jt

Public Speaking," but his earlier
defeat hadn't discouraged him. It
only gave him additional fuel for the
speech which earned him the title in

this year's competition-a special speech
about life after sixty.
"It's never too late to learn, to
grow, to create, to do all the

wonderful things we had no time for in
our youth," he said. "This is what
the last third of life is all about. It's

a time of discovery, when we really get
to see, for the first time perhaps, the
providence of God, the love of family,
friends and neighbors, even
Toastmasters. Sometimes we even catch

a glimpse of our own potential, still to
do great deeds. Life is not a candle

flickering in the breeze; it's a torch
to light new flames."

His words had meaning to the young in
his audience as well as the old: Our quest
for growth and achievement must never
end. We must continually strive to
become the best we can be, no matter
what our age.
It was this quest for personal
development and achievement that
brought more than 1700 Toastmasters
to our organization's 52nd Annual

International Convention in San Diego,
California, in August. Roy's words
mirrored the enthusiasm and spirit
of adventure that prevailed throughout
the four-day convention, making it
the most exciting-and largest-gathering
of Toastmasters in our history.
The excitement began at San Diego's
beautiful Sheraton Harbor Island Hotel

with a moving opening ceremony
complete with color guard and an

international parade of flags symbolizing
the unity of Toastmasters clubs in
countries throughout the free world.
William O. Miller, DTM,Toastmasters'

GOOD riMES-Mexican dancers (bottom, iejt) provided entertainment at Tuesday night's Proxy Prowl, where

candidates employed some unusual gimmicks to attract attention and votes (top, right). Thursday's "Fun Night"
excursion to Sea Worldfeatured a show by Shamu the Killer Whale, who madefriends with a Toastmaster (top,

left) and put everyone in high spirits (center). Convention delegates were often seen comparing notes and opinions
about this year's officer and director candidates (bottom, right).
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THE CHAMPIONS—Roy Fenstermaker (bottom, right) delivers the stirring speech that won him the title of "1983 World Champion
of Public Speaking."Second-place winner was David Okerlund (center, right). Brent Taylor (center, left) placed third.
SPECIAL MOMENTS— The panel presentation "Marketing Toastmasters" was one of the many outstanding educational sessions that
attracted Toastmasters to the convention. The convention also drew 98-year-old Past International President Robert Switzler (bottom,
left), who accepted a special awardfrom President William Miller, (center, center) Newly elected International President Eddie V. Dunn,
DTM, was installed by Immediate Past President William Miller, DTM, during Friday evening's gala President's Dinner Dance.
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1982-83 International President,
welcomed convention delegates with

speech so that it's easy for the audience

history—both in growth and educational

to listen to you?"
This year's Golden Gavel Award
recipient was Mark Russell, noted
for his sharp political humor and
commentary. Russell provided

accomplishments. You broke all records

Toastmasters with a sampling of the

these optimistic words;

"Your efforts have made the past
year the best in Toastmasters'

and you have proven that teamwork
pays big dividends...Toastmasters

International is on the road to enduring
suppose I am an optimist. But I know its

Six Toastmasters delivered their

observations that have made him one

for this year's Accredited Spe^er

Russell said. "Reagan said, 'There

and women committed to this

are 13 million businesses in this

organization and personal growth."
Executive Director Terry McCann

country. If each of those businesses

hires one extra person, it would
eliminate unemployment.'

year of growth for Toastmasters,

Dr. Carson Lewis, ATM.

speeches for the final stage of judging

future is in capable hands—yours. Men

pointed out that the 1982-83 year was a

Brown, DTM. "Communications"

featured Mary Ellen Drummond; Les
Stubbs, DTM; Tom Schaeffer; and

Washington witticisms and

of the top humorists in our country.
"Earlier this year Ronald Reagan
was talking about unemployment,"

success. Why am I so certain? Why, I

Toastmasters" featured Judy Ellis,
DTM;John Slyker, DTM; and Richard

"Gee, I want to believe that. But

Program and of them, five were

awarded the title of Accredited Speaker.
They are: Roger Reser, ATM; Joe
Eden, DTM; Ray Brooks, DTM;
John Hartquist, ATM;and Frank Slane,
DTM. Patrick Panfile, DTM, earned
the Accredited Speaker title at the

Region VII Conference in June.
In another event, Ray Fullam of

saying we achieved a record membership

can it be that simple? If Ernie's

—101,222 people, and a record 4,887
clubs. But he quickly added that if we

Dublin Club 2601-71 won the honor

Bar and Grill has to hire one extra
person, shouldn't Exxon hire two?"

of being the ninth contestant in the
International Speech Contest Finals.

Annual Business Meeting
But the outstanding program wasn't

We ha ve the talent, the momentum
AND THE SPIRIT TO MAKE THIS
THE GREATEST YEAR IN OUR HISTORY.
WITH THIS SPIRIT. . . WE CAN RAISE
THIS ORGANIZATION TO NEW HEIGHTS."

the only reason Toastmasters attended

the convention. They also came to
conduct business-mainly, to elect
officers and directors. Candidates

and their supporters campaigned
fervently until Thursday morning,
when the Annual Business Meeting
began and the official voting took
place. The results: Eddie V. Dunn,
DTM, was elected 1983-84 International

President;John Latin, DTM, was voted

Senior Vice President; Helen Blanchard,
DTM, was elected Second Vice

are to continue to grow as an

In addition to Alessandra and

organization, we must make certain

Russell, the convention program
included presentations by Cavett

our clubs are functioning well.
Successful clubs, he said, have

Robert, a past Golden Gavel Award
recipient and a semi-retired

several characteristics. They
•have motivated and responsible

professional speaker; Gilbert Hamblet,

leaders.

vice president of TRW Information

•focus attention on members' personal

Services in Orange, California, and

growth.

a renowned speaker; Gene Ferret, an

•plan and conduct excellent meetings,

Emmy-winning comedy writer;

•nourish members' self-esteem.

Dr. Karl Albrecht, a former

•easily attract and retain members,

Toastmaster and a well-known
management consultant, trainer and

•have an atmosphere of energy

President; and Theodore Wood, DTM,
was voted Third Vice President.

Eight Toastmasters were also elected
to two-year terms on Toastmasters'

Board of Directors. They are: Edwyn J.
Buzard III, DTM, Seattle, Washington
(Region I); D. Adele Stagner, DTM,
Claremont, California (Region II);
Arthur F. Nieto, DTM, Phoenix,
Arizona (Region III); Charles H.
Rust, DTM, Bozeman, Montana
(Region IV); James C. Sauer, DTM,

LaCrosse, Wisconsin (Region V);

and enthusiasm.

author; and Jim Cathcart, also a

Prominent Speakers
Building successful clubs and

former Toastmaster and now a

Cazenovia, New York (Region VI);

speaker and managemeiit consultant.

effective communication and leadership

Many of Toastmasters' own top
speakers also participated, including
Robert Blakeley, DTM; Stephanie
Noonan, DTM; Dr. Kerry Johnson; Dr.

Bennie E. Bough, DTM, Annandale,
Virginia (Region VII); and David M.
Meeks, DTM, Tampa, Florida
(Region VIII).
In other voting, delegates defeated

Frederick J. Ludwickjr., DTM,

were the subjects of many of the
convention's educationtil sessions, all of
which featured outstanding speakers
who are experts in their respective

Jean Lebedun; Len Baker; and Hubert

an amendment calling for the election

fields.

Dobson, DTM. This year's

of International Directors at their

In his keynote address, professional
speaker and author Dr. Anthony
Alessandra pointed out how good

"Communication Showcase" featured

Regional Conferences.

Peter Stark, ATM; Major John Kinde,

With business out of the way,
delegates were ready for Thursday
night's excursion to Sea World where,
clad in colorful Hawaiian dress, they
relaxed and enjoyed the evening's

DTM; Jerry Browne, DTM; Elaine

listening skills are vital to us as

Phillips, ATM; and Mary Jo Crowley.

speakers.

Three panel presentations also

"It's important for you to be as
good a listener as a speaker," he
said. "If you don't know what it
tcikes to be a good listener, how

involved Toastmasters. "Success

Ruth Holton; Ed Cargile, DTM;

program—a sumptuous luau, Polynesian
dancers, performing seals and otters,

Sally Anne Fritz, DTM; and Bill

and a special show featuring Shamu the

can you position and tailor your

Crawford, DTM. "Marketing

Killer Whale. Then those Toastmasters

Secrets of Top Clubs" featured

T H
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still full of energy danced and talked
into the early morning hours.
Friday night, after a full day of
educational programs, Toastmasters
gathered to honor the newly elected
officers and Board of Directors.
International President Eddie V. Dunn

began his one-year term with an address
which enthralled the audience.

"We have the talent, the momentum

and the spirit to make this the
greatest year in our history," he said.
"With that spirit, by working together,

a

with dedicated service from World
V ^

Headquarters and with strong leadership
from every one of us, we can strengthen

rf

our clubs and we can raise this

organization to new heights.
"Those are our challenges and our
responsibilities. By carrying them out,
we will be pursuing our mission. But,
more important, we will be giving
thousands of men and women the

Mark Russell; 1983 Golden Gavel

same benefits that you and I have
enjoyed. We will be giving them the
opportunity to experience the power

Award Recipient— "John Glenn has
forfeited support from big labor. Mondale
is going to have labor's support. But

of Toastmasters.''

The Speaking Championship
Saturday morning nine of
Toastmasters' finest speakers assembled
before 2000 people for the final big

J

that's only the AFL-CIO. Glenn could
court favor from the Teamsters. He could

promise them prison reform, if nothing
else."

event of the convention—the "World

Championship of Public Speaking."
Tickets for the contest had long been

Gil Hamblet: "Things You Shouldn
Do"— "Success is when you feel goo
about yourself. When you feel good abo
yourself, you've done something."

sold out. Those who couldn't be seated

in the Champagne Ballroom, where the
event took place, crowded into a nearby
room to view the contest on wide-screen
television.

The competition was close, but when

the votes were counted, Roy
Fenstermaker of Downey Breakfast Club
2741-F took top honors for his speech,
"Retirement—Never!" Second place

Sheraton
Harbor Island

i

Hotel

went to David Okerlund of General
Communications Club 872-24 for his

speech, "The Turnpike of Success."
Brent Taylor of Mercury Club 2864-37
captured third place for "Stand Up and
Speak Out!"
Although the convention officially
ended after the speech contest,
delegates' enthusiasm remained at a
fever pitch. Their adventures in
San Diego had motivated them to
continue their quest for knowledge
and growth, and they lingered to
discuss their ambitions with the

n

William O. Miller, DTM: 1982-83
International President—"Whatever

your vocation, whatever your role in
Toastmasters, you must persevere to

Dr.Jean Lebedun:"How To Give and

achieve that satisfaction of success. Yc

Take Criticism"— "The successful

must motivate yourself when you get
weary. And you must be able to inspi
and motivate others to carry on when thi
get weary."

people in this world are not the ones
who avoided mistakes or errors. They're
the ones who learned from them."

friends they had made in the past
few days. Their adventures had also
compelled them to make plans to
attend next year's convention at the
Sheraton Twin Towers in Orlando,
Florida, August 21-25.
As one Toastmaster said, "This

year's convention was the greatest
ever! But next year's will be even

better!"^
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Eddie V. Dunn, DTM: 1983-84
International President-"We must

V^

help our clubs see beyond the banners,

U

beyond the lapel pins and the lectern—
beyond the timing devices and the "ah"

Dr. Anthony Alessandra: "The Power

of Effective Listening." —"A lot of
people believe that if you can hear, you
can listen. That is not the case. Hearing

counter. They must see the true purpose
of our organization-and they must
believe in it."

and listening are not the same. There are

many people who cannot hear, yet they
are incredible listeners. Many people do
have perfect hearing and don't listen to
anything."

Dr. Kerry Johnson:"How To Read the
Mind of Your Audience."--"Your

audience will rarely ever tell you if they
don't agree with you. But they will show
you on the spot. So back up your words
with statistics and proof, and make sure

that you do it on the spot. Otherwise,
you'll lose credibility, you'll lose trust."

t

c
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Dr. Karl Albrecht: "Brain Power"—
Li

Gene Ferret: "Humor Workshop"-"Make any humor you see feel like you
and sound like you. Surround it with

"A key variable in a high level of mental
development is flexibility. People who
have a difficult time with their lives tend

to have a certain kind of psychological or
mental rigidity. They have a difficult time

truth. Take a story that you hear or one

adapting to the new or the unusual and

you read in a book, and make it relate
to you."

changing their mind. Their curiosity
seems to be deficient at times."

THE

Cavett Robert: "What MakesJoe Go?"
—"People don't care how much you
know until they first know how much you
care about their problems. Every problem
today was born from the solution of
other problems."
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EIGHTY PERCENT OF THE WORK IS DONE
BY 20 PERCENT OF THE PEOPLE.

ARE YOU ONE OF THE 20 PERCENT?

by Ray E. Floyd, DTM

Within industry today are four

widely accepted rules that seem to

govern the success of many pro
jects. The rules are:
•Murphy's Law—if something can go
wrong, it will.
•Murphy was an optimist.

•If you want something done, give
it to a busy person.

•80 percent of the work is done

by 20 percent of the workers(this is called

The other rule simply states that when

you find one of those 20 percenters, he or
she is generally very busy. In almost every
case, if asked to do something in addition
to the current work, that person will

accept the task and you know it will be
done. More than being done, it will be
done right!

The acceptance and dedication towau-d
the task at hand frequently takes the

the 80/20 rule).
Let's take the last two rules in reverse

order. While the 80/20 rule may seem

farfetched, look around you at work and
see just how many people are

contributing to the success, or output, of
the organization. For a second example,
look at our organization, Toastmasters,
and see how many people you cam count
THE

upon when something extra needs to be
done. Even here, the 80/20 rule rules!
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form of pride in doing something well.
In ancient Sparta it was believed that
to die for one's country was the

greatest honor that could be achieved.
Most of the world knows of the famous

battle of Thermopylae, where Leonidas
and a handful of Spartans held a pass

against the mighty army of Persia while
983

their comrades escaped to fight again
another day. In the history of the

United States, we have many examples
of pride, sacrifice and honor in war,
peace and in times of controversy. In
all cases, the people involved reflected

that expression made famous by the
American born Nissei Japanese of the
442nd Regimental Combat Team in

challenges.

you will never venture into the arena

Are you saying that you will be
successful in all undertakings? NO!

where life is fulfilled to the

Some challenges will be more than you
can handle with your level of experience,
the hours you have available to do the
job, or any of a hundred other reasons.
The key here is not to dwell on the

failure, but rather to learn why you

World War II--"CAN DO."
It Will Be Done

CAN DO! These two simple words
convey so much. These two simple words
mean more than "I'll think about it"

or 'I 11 try." These two words give
a strong, resounding answer to your

request--IT WILL BE DONE! And you
know that not only will it be done,
it will be done with care and pride.
It will be done because the people
involved believe in their ability to
accomplish the task, and have pride in
their reputation to do it right.
Another view of these Can Do people
is embodied in the term professionalism.
The word as defined in Webster's

dictionary means: professional in
character, spirit or methods.

include the necessity of a degree, nor
recognition by a licensing agent, or
being a member of some restricted

association. The key words are character,
spirit and method. To my father, a third
grade dropout, the meaning of
professionalism was the willingness to
complete a task and then sign your
name to it—an act of telling people that
YOU had done this thing and were
proud of the work you had accomplished.
You see, to my father, his name was all

he had. He had enough pride and spirit to
want people to recognize his name
and equate it with excellence.

work attitude. Are you one of those
who are frequently called upon to do

the darkest, the spirit of the British

declare they are satisfied with being

could endure everything that had

right only 50 percent of the time in their
decision making.
You must develop the character to

fight to the last, proud and unconquered.

accept success and failure, and not

people remained high-they knew they
been thrown at them and still would

While this kind of spirit is a collection
of kindred feelings, you must have a

similar philosophy in your approach to

must also develop the character to

in spite of the difficulties you must

accept failure and acknowledge that
the failure was yours, not the weather,
the schedule, the cost, the task, etc.
The willingness to accept failure does
not make you appear weak. Instead, it
strengthens your credibility with
alike.

your everyday activity-you will survive
work with.

Give It Your Best

Finally, let us look at methods.
Essentially methods can be identified in

two words: enthusiasm and completeness.
Give any task, regardless of its
desirability, your full attention,just as if it
were the thing you wanted to do forever.
The enthusiasm you show toward those

Be Cooperative

The second concept of professionalism

tasks which are less desirable will be seen

is spirit. The spirit here is that of

by those around you, and they will know

cooperation, willingness, acceptance of
responsibility. A key here is cooperation.
You can do many things as an individual,
but your accomplishments pale when
compared to what can be accomplished
when people work to a common goal.

that every job you undertake will
receive attention. In the same manner,
make sure you're satisfied with the

The word which best describes the

results of each task you do. If you
are satisfied (willing to put your name
on it), then it will be received with

the full expectation that it represents

increase of productivity through

your best effort.

cooperation is synergism-the result

Character, spirit and methods. All
mark the professional. All mark that

being greater than the sum of the

attitude, that quality that portrays
your outlook as positive or negative.
To be one of the few, you must have, or
attitude must encompass your view of
yourself, the work you do and the

that last-minute detail needed for a

future.

20 percent who are doers rather than
watchers. And the doers are those
people who reflect that attitude of

"Can Do!" Which do you wish to
be known as in your daily work and in
your private life? The easy choice is
to become one of the watchers, one
of the 80 percent. I believe that

Spirit can also include such

intangibles as your ability to cope
with the unexpected, ability to rebound
from failure, and the ability to

pending disaster into the success
column? If you cannot answer with a
resounding YES to all of these, then

known. Even when things appeared

let failure deter you in your drive
to become the best you can be. You

that extra work, called upon to complete
only a solid performance will sway a

Spirit is enduring. The spirit of the

so they are not repeated on future
endeavors. You must expect failures.
Some very successful executives will

develop, a positive attitude. That

successful campaign, called upon when

you are willing to dare.

British during World War II is well

parts. An integral part of spirit is

With this in mind, where do you fit?
Take a few seconds and think of your

bring pleasure and riches to you, if

failed and to remember those reasons

superiors, peers and subordinates

Note that the definition does not

ultimate. To live each day in the
same fashion, in the same pattern is
to ignore the personal development that
can be enjoyed. That development can

extend yourself to help another. The

everyone would rather become a

leader, a doer, one of the few. I also

believe that each of us has the ability
to choose and become what we wish to

you belong to the 80 percent who

idea that someone can come to you to

make the work, rather than the 20

be. The choice is yours. With work,
dedication and decision, you can become

talk over a problem, whether it is
technical or personal, is an indication

one of those who CAN DO!

percent who do the work! If you
are in that 80 percent group, what

of your ability to help someone else.
As in any adverse situation, being

can you do to move from there to
those that Can Do?
Let's revisit that definition for

Ray E. Floyd,
DTM, is the 1983-84

able to summon that inner reserve is a
mark of your spirit.

professional and look again at the
key words character, spirit and methods. To
become professional, you must show

that you possess self-esteem and pride.
You must declare that you can do

Another facet of spirit is the concept of
enjoying the unknown. Develop that
sense of adventure which allows you to

THE

masters Club 3299-47

in Deerfield Beach and
Delray Beach Toast-

look for new approaches, new methods

and new experiences. If you are happy
only when things remain static, then

anything, and are willing to take on

District 47 Governor

He IS a member of
County Line Toast-

masters Club 4418-47 in Delray Beach,

Florida.
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You are cordially invited to join a dynamic
group of top achievers...
THE

B

with this speciai
Charter Membership offer

1/*

C

to readers of TOASTMASTER:

Save 40% on Your
First Success-

building Audio
Program—and
Get One Issue of

INSIGHT,the New
Cassette-a-month

Digest of Action ideas
for Top Achievers
Save 30% on One Additional Program and Get
Three Months of INSIGHT—a $32.50 Value FREE!

Save 30% on Your Third Program and Get Six
Months of INSIGHT—a $65.00 Value FREE!
start profiting now as a Charter Member of a most exclusive club. The TOP 5%
CLUB represents that 5% of the population who are, or who will be, the leaders
in every field.
This unique club offers a convenient, systematic method of being a Total
Winner...with direct-by-mail access to exciting new cassette programs, hundreds
of money-making ideas and guidelines for success...

Programs on a wide range of subjects by Eari Nightingale, Denis Waitiey,
Leo Buscagiia, Joyce Brothers, Robert Schulier, Mike Vance, Marvin Cetron,

Kenneth Cooper, Clay Sherman, and many others.
How You Profit from this Offer

To become a Top 5% Club charter member, choose any one of the $65.00 sixcassette programs shown here for only $39.00—a Charter savings of 40%.
You'll receive not only the program of your choice, but also one Free issue of
INSiGHT—a monthly cassette and beautifully printed book of idea stimulators
from Earl Nightingale and other outstanding authorities.

There is no hassle in returning a card to reject a Club offer. No automatic shipment
of programs. You simply agree to buy two or more additional programs whenever
you wish during the n^xt two years at a savings up to 30% or more.
Buy one additional program from this ad—and you receive three months

of INSIGHT free. Or fulfill your agreement now—and start profiting even more—by
ordering two additional programs today and receive six months of iNSiGHT free!

Satisfaction guaranteed. If you're not completely satisfied with your introductory
program—or any additional program—you can simply return it within 15 days for
a prompt refund or credit.

Piease note the additional opportunity to purchase a quality Sanyo cassette
player/recorder. Fully guaranteed, with AC cord, batteries and built-in microphone.
Suggested retail—$45.00—yours for only $40.00.

NEW—from the author/^^M
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The Psychology of Winningi
Seeds of Greatness

py Dr. Denis Waitiey
'Another landmark in personal develop
ment and high-level performance based
on new perspectives, in-depth research,
and scientific studies of every phase of
human behavior.

TOGA $65.00

(Club Price: $45.00)

The Ten Best-kept Secrets of Success:

1. Seif-^pralsal: From Self-love to Selfworth. Only when you have a deep, inter
nalized feeling of your own value will you
have anything to share.
2. Creativity: How to Master It. Left brain/
right brain behavior functions and their

impact on creativity.
3. Responsibility; We Become What We Do.
Each day we write our own destiny and are
largely responsible through what we do
today for what happens tomorrow.

4. Wisdom: Living "Without Wax!' Honesty
combined with knowledge in action. A new
perspective on aptitudes as well as attitudes.
5. Purpose: The Gold Mine in Your Goals.
Goal starters from "the wheel of fortune!'

Mining your "goal mind!' and the awesome
power of suggestion.
6. Communication: Reach Out and Touch
Someone. The key to effective communica
tion. Listening and non-verbal communication.
One-on-one communication.

7. Faith: The Power of Positive Believing.
The relationship between mind and body,
and the concept of the "self-fulfilling
prophecy."

8. Adaptability: Turning Problems into
Opportunities. Using stumbling blocks as
stepping stones by utilizing inherent human
instincts to survive.

9. Perseverance: The Will to Win Is Every
thing. Succeeding against incredible odds.
How to be more productive, more efficient,
more able to handle the unexpected.
10. Perspective: To Be a Star Thrower.
How to live "in balance" to achieve true
success and happiness. How all ten Seeds

of Greatness involve the way you view your
life from within.

11. Renewal and Commitment: Part One.
Physical relaxation exercise.
12. Renewal and Commitment: Part Two.
Affirmation self-talk exercise.

ACT TODAY!
'Charge card users call TOLL-FREE

1-800-323-5552 during Chicago office
hours (Illinois, Alaska and Hawaii residents call
1-312-677-3100). Any other time call
1-800-228-5454.(Nebraska residents call

^1-800-642-8777)...or mail in the Charter
Memt>ership Certificate now!

FOR FASTER SERVICE

Charge card users call TOLL-FREE
during Chicago office
hours(Illinois, Alaska and Hawaii residents call
1-312-677-3100). Any other time call
1-800-228-5454.(Nebraska residents call
1-800-642-8777)...or mail in the Charter
Membership Certificate now!

FREE for
New Charter
Members

Vl

INSIGHT trial of a

monthly cassette

and book digest of
action ideas for

top achievers.

A proved-successful system lor achieving

Over 400,000 albums sold!

exceptionai results from yourself and

Tfie Psychology of Winning

others.

by Dr. Denis Waltley

How to Exceed Yourself
ty Joe Batten

One of America's strongest, most inno
vative teachers of high performance

skills gives you a fresh, encouraging,
workable approach to becoming more
than you've ever become...achieving
more than you've ever achieved...and
enjoying yourself more than ever before.

141A $65.00
(Club Price: $45.00)
Six Audiocassettes to Heip You Get

INSIGHT

Offers you simple, yet profound princi
ples shared by the great achievers of
our day. Dr. Denis Waitley matches

This Sound/Print Digest of Action

ideas for Top Achievers is an exciting
new monthly audiocassette and printed

winning attitudes with winning behavior
for a more successful you!
716A $65.00
(Club Price—$45.00)
The Ten Qualities of a Total Winner:
Introductory cassette. The first two
sessions introduce the Ten Qualities of

book of new ideas from Earl Nightingale
and other top achievers widely recognized
as experts in their fields. Ideas in all

areas that can impact your life. Ideas
most often made available to you within
a few days of their appearance.

the power to control almost any aspect of

a Total Winner.

your life.

1. Positive Self-expectancy. Learn how to
more effectively capitalize on a well-known,

Your Associates:

but little understood principle used by every

1. Expect the Best. Learn how you can build
personal productivity, prosperity and solid

great achiever.

2. Positive Seif-motivation. Denis Waitley

6. Positive Seif-discipiine. Learn to practice
flawless success techniques in your mind
until they become part of your personality.
7. Positive Seif-esteem. Develop and main
tain a stronger, deep-down feeling of your

interpersonal relationships by consistently
looking for and expecting the best from every

helps you utilize the two vital qualities of

own worth...avoid negative emotions that

every successful person.

lead to failure.

one. How specific problems, common to
most businesses and individuals, can be

3. Positive Seif-image. Total winners are
aware of the importance of self-image in

approached and solved by the ideas in this

expanding their achievements.
4. Positive Seif-direction. This session

8. Positive Seif-dimension. See a fuller
perspective of yourself, learn more from the
past, plan better for the future, and live as

the Very Best from Yourseif and

session.

run, you can't motivate others, but you can

helps you better program your time, more
quickly achieve your daily and long-range

help them motivate themselves. How to create

goals.

2. The Source of Motivation. In the long
the climate of enthusiasm that guarantees
100% commitment. Crucial ingredients that
build excitement and lasting motivation.

fully as possible in the present.
9. Positive Seif-awareness. "Play from
strength" in your career and personal life...
and more fully realize your true potential.

5. Positive Self-control. Here Denis Waitley

10. Positive Self-projection. Practice posi

shows how you, like other winners, have

tive self-projection. Become a master at
receiving and transmitting communication.

3. Managing Strengths. How to realize
greater achievements through people. Why
focusing on weaknesses blocks communi

cation and growth; why concentration on

strengths opens communication, encourages
participation and positive change.
4. Put Muscle Into Your Dream. Learn the

specific, practical, results-getting steps that
enable you to fulfill your most exciting dreams.
How to convert unproductive activity-oriented

TOP 5% CLUB CHARTER MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATE
To: Nightingaie-Conant Corporation • World's Largest Producer of Audiocassette Programs
3730 West Devon Avenue • Chicago, IL 60659

Please enroll me as a Charter Club Member and send the cassette program I've indicated at only
$39.00...plus any additional programs I wish to buy now at the Club discount price of just $45.00 each.
I simply agree to buy three programs (including my purchase today) in the next two years. Send me

work into highly profitable results-oriented

one, three or six FREE monthly issues of INSIGHT, depending on my purchase of one. two or three
programs at this time. If for any reason I'm not pleased with any program I receive, I may return

action.

it within 15 days for a prompt refund or credit.

a climate in which people work creatively

□ Enclosed is my check. (Please use envelope with address shown above.)
C Bill my company. (Please use envelope with address shown above.)

and productively because they want to. The
most common mistakes that even good

□ Charge to my credit card:

5. The Motivational Climate. How to create

managers make and how you can avoid them.

6. Exceed Yourself. Discover what you can
expect from yourself, from every dimension
of \rour life. Explore all your possibilities for
achievement, happiness, wealth, pride. Know
the strength and joy of becoming what you
really can become, of moving toward your
greatest possibilities.

Signed Authorization on a Purchase Order or Company Letterhead Must Accompany This Form.
□ MasterCard

Qty. Program

□ VISA

□ American Express □ Diners Club □ Carte Blanche
Total
Exp. Date

. Seeds of Greatness (700A)
. The Psychology of Winning (716A)
. How to Exceed Yourself (141A)

Signature

. Sanyo Cassette Player/Recorder
(S-2) @ $40.00
Company

Illinois residents add 6% Tax

100% NO-RISK GUARANTEE

You must be completely satisfied with every club
selection you order now or in the future—or you
may return it within 15 days for a prompt refund.

Shipping/Handling Charge
Total

PLEASE NOTE; Offer limited to residents of U.S.A.

S 30Q
$_
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gram for Aborigines and Torres Strait

Club Conducts Youth

Islanders, two traditionally shy and
reserved native peoples who are usual

Leadership Program
For Aborigines

ly reluctant to become involved in the

A Toastmasters club in Australia

recently helped improve relations with
a special segment of its community.
Cairns Club 3779-69 in Queensland
conducted a Youth Leadership Pro

activities and organizations of others.
Although Cairns Club had

presented other Youth Leadership
Programs, no Aboriginal or Torres
Isltmd people ever participated. When
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island

community leaders told club members
that they were concerned with helping
their young people to improve their
communication and leadership skills,
the club decided to conduct a Youth

Leadership Program especitJly for the
youth.
The Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Youth Welfare Company pro
moted the course, attracting 10 par
ticipants. The club's Youth Leader
ship Coordinator received some extra
help from Toastmaster Ken Bernard,
1982 winner of Toastmasters' Interna

tional Speech Contest, who was
visiting Cairns at the time. Bernard,
who works for Aboriginal Hostels, en
thusiastically worked with the group,
encouraging and motivating the
students. At the end of the week-long
program he was on hand to present
completion certificates to the
participants.
The club considers the program a
success. "We believe that an impor
tant step has been taken in improving
community
relations
among
Aborigines, Torres Strait Islanders
and the (rest of the)community," says
Youth Leadership Coordinator Pat

<r-
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SEEING DOUBLE?—Toastmaster and Steam Engineer Dick Murdoch (right) meets his
likeness at the JVax Museum at Eisherman 's Wharf, San Erancisco.

Toastmaster Honors
the End of an Era
Toastmaster Dick Murdoch is one

of a vanishing breed.
Murdoch, of Southern Marin Club
1441-57 in Mill VtJley, California, is
a steam locomotive engineer. When
diesel trains replaced steam
locomotives, steam engineers began
dwindling in numbers'iihe the highstepping, ballast-scorching monsters
we ran," says Murdoch. Today they
are almost extinct.

But now no one will forget steam
trains, their engineers, and especially

had to explain why their likenesses
should be cast in wax. The figure was
done at Josephine Tussaud's in Lon
don and finished in San Francisco by
wax figure artist Joyce Lichfold.
Murdoch spent 37 years as an
engineer for Southern Pacific

Quaker Oats Toastmasters Club
3766-30 in Barrington, Illinois, was
recovering at home from a broken leg,

Railroad. Retired, he has turned to

the membership came to the rescue. A

where the noon meetings are held, and
a call was placed to Don's home.
When the connection was complete,
Don became a part of the sixth an
niversary meeting of his club.

writers.

Later on, when Don returned to
work, he confessed at the Toastmasters

"Oh, yes," he adds "If you're ever
at Fisherman's Wharf, drop by the
Wax Museum and say hello. My dum
my won't answer, but I'm trying to
train him to say, 'Writing and speak
ing make good teammates!'"

local radio station, in which entrants
THE

When Don McLean, a member of

ticles in magazines and newspapers.
He and his wife Jayne, who is also a
published writer and Toastmaster,
have been spetihing jointly at schools
telling how they've become successful

sell our boohs."

The likeness was made after Mur

extreme

portable conference telephone was in

steam engineer—overalls, black sleeve
guards, a big watch chain, bandana

doch won a contest, sponsored by a

will take

stalled on the conference room table

Museum at Fisherman's Wharf, San

and an engineer's cap.

clubs

on railroads and has had numerous ar

Francisco, clad in the uniform of the

was recently put on display in the Wax

Some

measures to keep up attendance.

writing and has published four boohs

"The Toastmasters training we've
had so far has helped immensely,"
Murdoch reports. "Speaking does help

Dich Murdoch. Murdoch's likeness

Absent, But
Not Forgotten

meeting that though the conference
call was fine and made him feel a part
of the meeting, there was a noticeable
improvement when he could be there
in person.
"It's nice to be back tmd see you all
in person—it gives a whole new dimen
sion to what you are saying," an
nounced Don cheerfully.
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EMPLOYEES DO BETTER WORK WHEN
THEY FEEL GOOD ABOUT THEMSELVES

AND THEIR JOBS.

Management/Employee
CommTinications
by Freda Grones

Bill had just begun his tenth year
as general manager of field
operations for a computer
manufacturer. If anyone had asked him,
Bill would have said he was a good
mtmager. Profits were steadily growing in

his division despite a wavering economy,
he had established an effective line of

employees work in the field, outside
of the corporate stream. "Field
representatives often feel left out

scheduled meetings. Managers can
think of their communications with

employees as usually falling into
one of three equally important categories:
•Request for employee input. When

and out of touch. The manager must
compensate for that."

things are not going as smoothly as they

Productivity and Profits
When she's ctilled in as a

consultant. Fielder says communication

should, a problem arises. Since the
workers direetly involved may have

communication between his and the home

valuable insight or, at least, partial

offices, tmd he had a good rapport with

solutions, managers should ask them
for input individutilly, in a group

each of his employees. Or so Bill
thought until one of his field
representatives complained. The
complaint was very much to the point:
I don't know what's going on, and the

problem was obvious: insufficient one-to-one
communication.

Barbara Fielder, business consultant

for Fielder & Associates, Tustin,

California, says, "Sometimes managers
think they are doing a good job of
communicating with their people, but
they really aren't. What the manager
may think of as sufficient may not be
for each employee or in every
circumstance. When it comes to people
and each one's individual needs, who's to
say what is sufficient?"

meeting, or both.

'No ONE LIKES
FEELING LIKE AN
ORDER-TAKER WHO
NEVER HAS

ANYTHING TO SAY."

Fielder says, "The important thing
is that people are asked. No one likes
feeling like an order-taker who never
has anything to say about what is going
on. Motivation enters into it as well.

"Some managers think people are
primarily motivated by money. But that
simply is not true. Study after study
has shown that for most Americans the

conviction that they are doing a
valuable job and are necessary to their
company is a stronger motivator than

between management and employees is
one of the first things she investigates.
"You can't separate productivity from
people. Generally, employees feeling
good about themselves and the job they
are doing mean increased productivity
and profits. And the key to that good

money. In fact, pay increases, by
themselves, can be demotivators. If

you're doing a super job and you get

increased communications are of even

feeling is communication."
Ideally, Fielder says, communication
should include daily, one-to-one

a five percent increase while the
person next to you who is doing a so-so
job gets a three percent increase, how
motivated and gratified will you feel?"
•Feedback on input. Just as it's
important to ask for employees'
suggestions, it's equally vital to indicate

greater importance for mtmagers whose

interfacing as well as regularly

that they were considered. Fielder says.

Fielder says a general rule of thumb
for managers to follow if they tu-e in
doubt is "Communicate more rather

than less. And that includes listening
as well as talking." She adds that
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"Some managers fail to give feedback
unless a suggestion is implemented.
That's a mistake. People need to know
their ideas are meaningful. Even
when their ideas are not implemented,
they should know why."
Generally, a simple but specific
comment will suffice; "Engineering is

Your Humor Must Be You
by Gene Perret
All of us have seen both good and bad comics. What's the difference between

the two? Often, you'll discover that the material of the bad comic is superior
to the good comic. What then makes one successful and the other not?
It's usually that the bad comic has no personality or point of view. He may
have borrowed his materiad from other comics. He heard them get laughs with

it, knew it was funny material, and threw it into his act. However, unless all
that brilliant material is compatible and consistent with the comic's personali
ty, it only confuses an audience.
Now I know in the last column I suggested that you imitate some of your

favorite funny people. That advice still pertains and this column doesn't con
tradict it. In copying your favorites, eventucilly, your personality will shine
through.

To show how much a strong characterization and distinctive point of view
will aid comedy, consider Jack Benny's classic radio line. He was walking down
a dark street when a man accosted him with a gun and said, "Your money or

your life." Because Jack's personna was noted for stinginess, that line got a
laugh. Then there was a long pause where Jack didn't answer. The mugger
repeated, "Your money or your life." Jack replied, "I'm thinking. I'm
thinking."

That's reported to have gotten the longest laugh in television or radio history.
It's not that the joke was that technically perfect. It's rather that it was suited
so well to the Jack Benny character.

Try to imagine that same dialogue coming from any other great come
dian....Bob Hope, Phyllis Diller, Carol Burnett, Milton Berle....any of them.
It simply is not as funny.

So you as a speaker must create your consistent comedy personna and then
use only material that is true to it. How do you accomplish this? With some
soul-searching investigation.

What sort of comedy do you like? There are many different styles and forms
to choose from. One-liners like Bob Hope and Phyllis Diller use. Story jokes

that a Myron Cohen or Flip Wilson specialize in. Stories that don't necessarily
have a punch-line but have a comedy life of their own all along the way. David
Brenner and Bill Cosby are great at these.

What kind of comedy can you do? You not only have to like the style, but
also be capable of performing it. I love Don Rickles' aggressive comedy, but
I don't have the strong personcility necessary to make it work, therefore I can't
use it.

What kind of comedy do you like to do? You may enjoy many styles of com

edy and be gifted enough to perform several different varieties very well. You'll
have to decide which you like most.

What kind of comedy do you do naturally? This may be the most revealing.

Forget the platform and your speeches for now, and analyze what style of com
edy you do with your family, friends, co-workers. Do you do one-liners about
yourself? Do you do friendly insults to them? There is probably a pattern to
your everyday humor.

That style, refined, may be the platform personna that will bring you the best

looking into your new tooling idea; I'll
let you know what happens," or "The
vice president thought your tooling idea
was great, but because our costs
are up right now we're putting it on a
back burner." An added "If you think
of anything else, let me know" can tdso
work wonders, since it indicates the

manager thinks of the employee not as
a "nine-to-fiver" but as someone

concerned about doing a good job.
•Personal recognition. Whether
negative or positive. Fielder says that
comments about an employee's
performance appraisal should never be
a surprise. If Tom is doing a bang-up
sales job, he should not have to wait
until his performance appraised to hear
about it. Neither should Mary who
suddenly began coming in late one
morning a week. Again, comments are
far more effective if they are specific
rather than general. For instance,
saying something like, "You did a fine
job with the XYZ project; I retdly like
the way that report was done" is much
better than several casual "You're doing

a great job" comments.
Of course, positive recognition is much
easier to give as well as receive. But for
the individual's welfare as well as that

of the department and company, it's vital
for the manager to talk with an employee
when performance falls below
expectations.
Fielder says, "Most people know what
kind of job they are doing, so they are
rarely shocked by a negative comment.
But to make it more palatable and
effective as a reprimand, a manager

should ask for the employee's side of the
story. Maybe Mary has a babybsitter

problem or one of her children is ill. The
idea isn't to look for excuses that

rationalize or encourage the undesirable
behavior but to show consideration

tation and trial and error. So try different styles and analyze their effectiveness.
Eventually you'll find the one that works best for you.

for the employee as a person. Often too,
the manager can help by suggesting a
solution the employee may not have
thought of."
In addition to talking with and listening

Gene Ferret is any Emmy-winning comedy writer based in San Marino, California. He's
writtenfor Bob Hope, Phyllis Diller and Carol Burnett and publishes a newsletter. Round
Table,''for comedy writers and humorists. Toastmasters with questions about using humor
in their speeches may write to Ferret in care ^The Toastmaster P.O. Box 10400,

the time." she says. "Poor ones either
have not developed this skill or are

results.

Remember, too, this is not an afternoon's work. Many of radio and televi

sion's great comics developed their successful characters after years of experimen

Santa Ana, CA 92711. All responses will be handled through his column.

to employees. Fielder thinks mtmagers
should pay attention to body languageor what people are saying when they're
not talking. "Good managers do this all

electing not to use it. Managers who mtike
it their practice to retilly listen and
observe usually have no problem
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discerning when an employee is
reluctant to talk. The manager will then
encourage communication by asking
open-ended questions."

Controlling Meetings
Probably one of the most difficult

situations a manager encounters is the
group meeting that begins turning into
an unruly gripe session. To avoid this,

Fielder suggests that managers always
conduct meetings from a printed agenda.
"The agenda doesn't have to be

elaborate," she says. "A simple listing
of the topics to be discussed, with a copy
for each attendee, usually will suffice. If
the discussion gets out of hand on a
listed topic or a new problem is

introduced, the manager can appoint a
committee for its study, state that it will

be listed on the next agenda, or both. If
the problem concerns only one or two

process of growth. X managers are like
possessive parents reluctant to let go
of their baby." Many old school
managers operate with the philosophy
that people left to their own designs
will mess up. Consequently, workers
need constant supervision.
At the opposite end of the spectrum are
the "Y" or "new school" managers.
Mather says, "They are confident
delegators who build strong teams and
depend on the teams to do their jobs.
They usually head large, stable
organizations that have passed their
peak growth periods." New school
managers believe workers, once given

nASSIFI€Di
SPEAKING RESOURCES

TOP QUALITY professional
comedy material; the monthly
service leading speakers have
used for years. Recent sample,
only $2. Contemporary Com
edy, 5804-X Twineing, Dallas,
TX 75227.

the correct instructions, will do well.

THE NEW BOOK OF "OR
CHIDS OR ONIONS" FOR ALL

They keep supervision to a minimum.
Recently yet another management style

CLEAN JOKES & SHORT

has been identified. Some call it "Z"
while others refer to it as "combination."

OCCASIONS, OVER

LINERS.

Written

900

by

a

Toastmaster. Indexed for

Quick Reference. $7, including
tax and postage. Check or
M.O. to T.R. Bob Kirby, #1
Marcia's Park, Easton, IL

PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL SHOULD

NEVER BE A SURPRISE. IF TOM IS DOING

62633.

A BANG-UP SALES JOB, HE SHOULD NOT
HA VE TO WAIT UNTIL HIS PERFORMANCE

Color Image Inc., national col
or and wardrobe company, is
accepting applications for con
sultants. We offer a unique in

APPRAISAL TO HEAR ABOUT IT.

individuals, the manager can keep control
by scheduling a separate meeting just

Z managers don't operate totally with
either philosophy. Instead, they believe

for that problem's discussion. But

some people can and will do well

whatever the action, it should be followed

independently, while others need more

through."
Robert Mather, business systems con
sultant with M&M Associates, Tustin,

supervision.

California, also sees managementemployee communications as a key to
better productivity. He says, "No
one likes working with someone who is
on a pedestal. Most employees want
management, especially their firstline supervisors, to be communicative and
approachable. What they want from their
jobs is self-esteem, appraisal,
gratification, recognition and a fair
salary-generally, in that order."

According to Mather, every company
has an administrative tone or style
that usually is set by the company's
head and often imitated by the successive
levels of management. Some experts
studying managers and their modes of
operation have identified two distinct
management styles.
managers (or what some refer to as
"old school" managers) have trouble

TURN

since most managers display varying
degrees and combinations of these styles
depending on circumstances.

Instead, Mather suggests that
managers develop an awareness of their

actions and reactions relating to every
interaction with employees. He says,
"Managers who want to improve their
skills usually have no problem finding
professional help." Most universities
and colleges and many organizations
offer courses and seminars geared
toward sharpening management and
communicating skills. Then, too, there
are many good books on the subject,
such as The Managerial Grid by Blake
amd Mouton. But the most important
thing to remember is to "always leave

builders or entrepreneurs who
successfully built their companies from
the ground level and are still in that
THE
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DUCT WORKSHOPS AND
SEMINARS, TRAINING PRO
VIDED

NEARBY

AT

REASONABLE COST, WRITE:
ROBERT BOE, R210 813
MAIN, DURANGO, CO 81301

EXPERIENCED
TOASTMASTERS WANTED To con
duct LEADERSHIP DYNAMICS

"Public Speaking Workshops"
in your community. High

creative writing instrmtor in Orange County,
California. She is also president of The
Write People, a firm specializing in public
relations, resume writing and editing.
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YOUR

SKILL INTO INCOME, CON

MISCELLANEOUS

Freda Grones is a writer, editor and

delegating. They are usually empire

dividualized color and war

drobe system with a training
fee. Call (602) 996-8347.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

Mather believes that being aware of
management styles is helpful, but
pinpointing by itself is of little use,

those lines of communication open."^

Mather says, "Typically, 'X'

LEARNING EXPERIENCES
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return on small initial invest
ment. Write for more informa
tion:
LEADERSHIP
DY

NAMICS, P.O. Box 26551, San
Diego, OA 92126.
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Share Yxir Tbastmasto's Pride

Without Saying a Word
Wear ttie emblem that lets

everyone know you belong to
a great organization. The
Toastmasters symbol says elo
quently what words can't express.
It tells about achievement—yours

dimensional Toastmasters emblem.

Mark of Distinction

343 Pocket Badge $7.50
343-A Pin Back Badge $7.50

Provide yourself with some added

Also, see Supply Catalog for specializ
ed badges, i.e., CTM, ATM and DTM.

and Toastmasters International's.

So show your pride. Order your
special Toastmasters memento by
catalog from World Headquarters.

Officer's Pins

When elected to club president, give
yourself an honorable gift. Officer's pin
comes in Balclad gold (5801) and in
1/10 lOK gold with two zircons(5802).

Memt)ership Emblems
Display your Toastmasters pride with
a handsome gold-plated pin. Choose
from two sizes: miniature (5751) and
large (5753). Discounts offered for

5801 $6
5802 $12.75

orders of 12 or more.
5751 $2 or $1.80 with discount
5753 $2.25 or $2 with discount

Toastmasters Tags

Toastmasters Identification Badge
Here's the identification that im

mediately shows everyone you're a
member of Toastmasters. Special
white badges (343 and 343-A) come
with name, office and club number
engraved in red. Includes three-

recognition. Beautiful Balclad gold
pins distinguish you as an achiever of
the DTM (5800), ATM (5939) or CTM
(5920).
5800 $6
5939 $6
5920 $6

Women's Scarf Pin
It's the feminine touch. A beautiful

gold type stick pin with Toastmasters
emblem.

5700 $3.75

Gold-type DTM, ATM and CTM tags
show just how much you've achieved
as a Toastmaster. Both attach to any
Toastmasters pin. CTM tag(5942)has
white letters. ATM (5940) tag comes
in blue letters. DTM (5941) tag in
white letters.
5942 $3.50
5940 $3.50
5941 $3.50

See the Supply Catalog for more
samples of official pins and jewelry.
When ordering, add postage and
handling charges as follows: Pins 1-12,
30 cents; 13-24,60 cents; more than
24, 80 cents. Brooches and other
jewelry: Add 30 cents each. California

residents add 6% sales tax. All prices
are subject to change without notice.
Send your order with your club and
district number to: Toastmasters In

ternational, P.O. Box 10400, Santa
Ana, CA 92711.

WHEN THE TOASTMASTER FORGETS
THE MOST IMPORTANT PART
OF YOUR INTRODUCTION.

Fight For the Title!
by Barney Kingston

On February 14, 1983, I witnessed

toastmaster neglects to mention the

title of your talk? Like most speakers
facing this problem I've always felt
the best solution is to do nothing.

a massacre. While it wasn't on
a scale of the infamous St.

Valentine's Day ambush of Bugsy
Siegel's rum runners in a Chicago
garage in 1933, it did have its
moments of high drama.

miss a cue. She got up and ran eight
laps around the room. Then, stopping
at the lectern but still running in place,

introduction he forgot to give the
most important part o/ my speech-the
title," you might find your days
numbered at good old National Widgets
Corporation.

absorbed in the theme of the evening,

The truth is no matter how tactful

"love," she forgot to give the titles of

you are, no matter how you say it, you
can't avoid putting the toastmaster in
an awkward position.

the various speeches that evening.
The speakers gamely went through
their speeches, trying to overcome
the handicap of knowing the audience
didn't know what they were talking
about. One hapless fellow talked about

Seated in the back row, dressed up in

the toastmaster. The toastmaster is

high up in an organization. If you

rapidity. With her long blonde tresses,
she reminded many of the Bonnie of
Bonnie and Clyde fame. Probably

speech, "Jogger's Lament."
a jogging outfit, the speaker didn't

say, "My boss gave such a humorous

Toastmaster of the evening fired off
introductions with machine gun-like

failed to mention the title of her

After all, you don't want to embarrass
usually a popular person or someone

On that unforgettable St. Valentine's
evening, our steely blue-eyed

did one evening when the toastmaster

The problem has an easy solution. All
you do is ad lib, and rearrange the
opening lines of your talk.

For example, suppose the title of your

she gasped, "In case you forgot, the
title of my talk is 'Jogger's Lament.'"
Cue Cards

A colleague suggests we print speech
titles on large cards. If needed, the
speaker grabs the appropriate card,
marches to the lectern and holds the

speech title over his head for a few

seconds. But I think my good friend
Phineas Pimpledon, of Piping Rock, has

the answer we've all been looking for.
Phineas says, "Whenever the toastmaster
forgets to give the speech title, have
the sergeant at arms sound a buzzer.
This should serve as a gentle reminder

the value of weather balloons in

talk is, "How To Make A Million in

predicting the weather. When he realized,
halfway through his talk, that most of

to mention the title in his or her

to the toastmaster to retrace his steps
to the lectern and say, "Gee, I forgot

sipping Valentine's Day champagne and

introduction. Originally, your first words
were, "I started off life as a poor boy.

to mention the title."

munching various delicacies, he

But by working like a dog for 40 years,

decided he had to do something quickly

problem. That's why it is essential

I've managed to rise to a state of
extreme poverty. But one lucky day

every toastmaster understand his or

30 Days," and the toastmaster forgets

his audience had lost interest and were

to get their attention and let them
know what he was talking about. So he
suddenly collapsed in a heap on the floor.
When he had everyone's attention, he
came to life, stood up and said, "Without

while I was rummaging through a
garbage can I came across a book that
changed my life." After the toastmaster's

introduction, you merely change the

weather balloons our forecasting system
would collapse." He earned a standing

opening to "One afternoon while

looking for a morning Tribune in a
nearby garbage can, I came across a book

ovation.

called How to Make a Million in 30-Days.
Until that lucky day I had been a poor
boy who had worked like a dog for 40

A Lost Audience

Unfortunately, when a toastmaster
forgets to give the speech title in an

introduction, something happens. The
audience has no idea what the purpose
of your talk is or what you're talking
about at the start. If you don't get the

years and had risen to a state of extreme
poverty."

properly. As toastmaster, whenever I

call a speaker before the meeting the

first thing I ask about is the title of
his talk. In more than 20 years as a
Toastmaster I've never missed giving
the title of a talk properly.
But because I am so conscientious

about titles, I once introduced a fellow
at a speech contest like this: "Our first

speaker will talk on the subject, 'Happy
Times.''Happy Times' speaking on the
subject 'Happy Times.'"

So who's perfect? 'ft

How many speakers can revise their
opening as they walk from their seat to

minute or two, a good part of the group
will turn you off. Few people in the
effort to ascertain the subject of
your speech. In effect, you might just
as well be talking in an empty room.
So what do you do when the

her role when introducing speakers

Some skeptics may say not everybody
has the wit and the audacity to ad lib.

audience's interest within the first

audience will make more than a casual

No perfect solution exists for this

Barney Kingston is
a member of Speakers

the lectern? Actually, this shouldn't pose

Forum Club 371-30 in

much of a problem. The chances are, no
matter how lousy the revised opening,
you'll get a standing ovation. But
sometimes you can buy yourself more
thinking time, as one of our members

Chicago, Illinois. He
has won 39 Toast-

masters contests,

including four district
titles.
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COLOR:
The Mysterious Too
violence = blood = red! Margaret had

by Linda L. Woods

Margaret had been asked to speak on

symbolictilly stood before them in a sui

the abortion issue at a luncheon.

and tried to convince them that abortioi

She knew that this particular

was the most humane option available
to women. Unconsciously the audience

organization had a reputation for
being very open minded on such
controversial issues. She was well

prepared and confident. She selected

of blood surrounded by blood-red flower

(regardless of their philosophical stand
on the issue) responded more to her re(
clothing and environment than to her

her new bright red suit to wear and
was delighted to find that she matched

message.

the big bouquets of red carnations that

first vital minutes of a speech that the

decorated the speakers' table and podium.
As Margaret spoke, the audience became
more and more restless until they

exploded at the end of her speech.
Margaret is still troubled from the
experience. Why was the audience so
violently abusive during the question
and answer period? What had she said or

Speakers know that it is within those
audience is "hooked" or lost. The

audience responds either positively
or negatively to a speaker's physical
image and his words. Unfortunately, ;
speaker's words are often tuned out if
the audience is turned off to his

the situation. Her text itself was not at

physical presence and image. Listener
are usually not consciously aware why
speaker is not appealing to them; it is
an emotional or "gut" reaction that
colors their perception of the speaker'

fault, nor was her tone of voice or

message.

attitude. They simply couldn't explain

Remember the Kennedy-Nixon
presidential debates in the 1960's? A
poll taken immediately after the debal
found that viewers readily remembere

done to inflame them so?

Margaret and her colleagues reviewed

what caused the intense audience
reaction.

Margaret's experience can be analyzed
one step further. Her presentation might

that Nixon had a five-o'clock shadow ar

have been more readily accepted if she

that Kennedy was so handsome. The

had controlled one additional factor:

issues and their debating skills were no
listed as frequently.

color!

Margaret's audience contained people
of mixed feelings about the abortion
question. All were aware of the tmtiabortion group's stance that it was
nothing short of murder! They made
an unconscious association during

Margaret's speech. Abortion = murder =

It goes without saying that a speaki
"knows" his audience. Just as Bob
Oliver wrote in the March 1982 issue

The Toastmaster, the spetiker has to
recognize his listeners "view of the
world" and make his presentation
consistent with the way they see thing

[n Persuasive Speaking
Likewise, the speaker must utilize
appropriate colors in his or her dress,

audiovisual materials and spetiking
environment that appeal to a particular
type of audience.
Class Distinctions

Speakers can divide their audiences

accepted here only if paired with a
"declassifying" color, or a color

that has already gained acceptance
within this group. But color experts
say that no matter what you pair
bright orange with, it tdways has a

into socioeconomic groups, age groups

lower class image.
A historical look explains some reasons

and gender groups. Audiences of low

for color and class distinction. By the

economic status will best respond to
colors in their pure form, that is, colors

color. When the middle class began to rise

that are not muted or toned. This

15th century, all Europe was wild with
and adopt upper class dress standards, the
wealthy withdrew from exhibitionistic

group has a small number of preferred
colors and a large list of rejected colors.
Strong reds, vivid greens, bright blues

clothing, retaining the more wild colors

and hot oranges are liked. The more

for the uniforms of their servants.

delicate or unusual colors do not find

Middle class merchants wore green
hose and orange or purple doublets.
Towns adopted color symbols, municipal

general acceptance with this audience.
It has been suggested that because

color combinations to more subdued

this group often suffers from poverty

workers and civil servants wore colored

and frequently lives in the drab,

blighted sections of cities, preference

uniforms and trade guilds adopted
representative colors. Color symbolism

for such intense colors is an

abounded. Troubadours evolved a code

unconscious attempt to bring vibrancy

The middle socioeconomic group

whereby specific colors stood for moral
or spiritual qutdities. Lovers wore
identically colored outfits.

enjoys a broader spectrum of color
preferences. Subtleties of color, as well

examples of meaning linked to specific

and vitality into their lives.

as toned and muted colors, are more

accepted. For example, this group would

be more accepting of muting bright red
with

black to form a maroon shade.

The upper classes allow the most

Culture and folklore contain vivid

colors. In "Die Siben Farb," a 15thcentury morality play, red is designated
to be love, blue is loyalty, black is
mourning, white is hopefulness, green

is beauty and brown is dependency.
With today's sophisticated, upwardly
mobile and educated audiences, speakers
automatically prepare their messages

flexibility in color. Hunter green,
oxblood red, white on white, deep
ochre and other unique and complex
colors are readily accepted. The bright
reds, vivid greens and hot oranges

easily understood by those listening.

preferred by the lower classes are

Speakers who address children need to

in the vocabulary and context most
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the sex determination of humans will be
left in the hands of future scientists.

Color responses are tied more to our
emotions than to our intellect. In

Renewing the Challenge of Speaking
Speaking before an audience is zJways a chaJlenge, but for many Toastmasters
the challenge diminishes when they face the same audience of fellow club
members speech after speech.
Paul Bunyon Club 922-6 in Brainerd, Minnesota, and Harlingen Toastmasters
Club 860-56 in Harlingen, Texas have a way to renew the challenge of spetiking for their members. The clubs occasionally hold club meetings at retirement
centers. Most centers are actively searching for programs for their members
and are delighted to have Toastmasters conduct meetings on their premises.
The meetings benefit everyone. The centers get an interesting program, and
the clubs get a different—and often larger—audience. And often an additional
benefit occurs. Some senior citizens find the Toastmasters program so stimulating
and fun that they join the club.
"We have only one senior citizen in our club in Minnesota," reports club
member W.B. Hempstead, "But in the Harlingen club, which I attend in the
winter, we have had as many as five senior citizen members!"

general, people do not completely
respond to colors with just their minds.
Convincing evidence exists that color
stimulates the pituitary gland and other
glands which control the production of
hormones and have a great deal to do with
how we feel. Margaret, in the initial
example, could have better defused the
hostile members of her audience if she

had utilized the power of the color pink.
Pink has a calming effect on behavior
since it causes the secretion of norepinephrine—a chemical that inhibits the
release of hormones that contribute to

aggressive behavior.

Some doctors subscribe to a theory
linking bodily functions to specific
colors. In theory, white light (which
contains all the hues of the visible

Workshop Helps Promote
Toastmasters Among the Public
One public relations-minded club has discovered how to promote Toastmasters
among the general public while providing an educational program for local
Toastmasters.

spectrum) helps to maintain the proper
rate of vibration of each part of the
body. But when an intense application
of a specific color occurs, the system's
equilibrium is disturbed. This theory is
based on the belief, which originated in
Asian occult medicine, that the

frequencies of certain colors correspond

Successmasters Club 4401-2 in Seattle, Washington, sponsored a special
workshop entitled "Managing Speaker Stress." The program focused on how
to use stress as a powerful motivating factor for all public speakers and also how
to better enjoy the experience at the podium. Topics covered included recognizing
stress signs, how we induce our own stress in public speaking, managing stress
through preparation, and managing stress at the podium.
The workshop, which was open to the public, was presented by Toastmasters
Art Turock, Bob Solum and Bob Wall. The men are the founders of Northwest

Training Associates(NTA), an organization of training consultants who design
and present skill-oriented training programs for improving productivity, com
munications and morale in the workplace. NTA has presented stress manage
ment seminars to such companies as Continental Telephone, the State of
Washington Department of Licenses, and the Washington Criminal Justice
Training Commission.
More than 100 people attended the 90-minute workshop. Perhaps your club
could benefit from similar exposure to the public eye!

understand the color preferences of
certain age groups in order to be well
received. Red is a preferred color with
babies and children up to the age of nine.
The brain of the young child is more
optimally stimulated by bright reds and
orange-reds than by the typical baby
pastels. As children mature, green is
preferred. A child's interest in red
decreases and interest in the cooler colors

increases as the child outgrows the
impulsive stage and grows into the stage
of reasoning and of greater emotional
control.

Mental and Physical Reactions
Our response to color is governed
by more thtm our socioeconomic level and
age. Politics, religion, climate,
ethnic and racial heritage also play
T H E

important parts in our color preferences.
The human personality expresses its reac
tion to the physicEil stimulus of color by
rejecting, enjoying, avoiding, seeking
and selecting specific colors to wear, to
live with and to judge people by. The
unconscious power of color can be
dramatically illustrated by citing the
example of the Blackfriars Bridge in
London. Suicide jumps dropped 33
percent when the black bridge was
painted green.
Color is powerful enough to influence
the sex of offspring in animals. An English
researcher bred rats under pink and blue
light. Seventy percent of the babies were
female under the blue light, and 70 per
cent were male under the pink light.
What implications this might have for
TOASTMASTER/OCTOBER
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to the rate of vibration of different

organs and glands and can stimulate or
depress them. In one experiment, when
cataracts were treated with green

light, a certain degree of clarity was
restored to the eye lens without using
surgery. Green is the balanced center
of the color spectrum between red and

violet. The body responds to calming
green and scientists do not know
exactly why.

Color can have a pronounced effect on
rates of fatigue and relaxation. A racing
stable was painted half blue and half
red-orange. In the blue section, horses
soon quieted down after running. In the
red-orange section horses remained hot
and restless. It was also found that
there were no flies in the blue section and

a great many in the red-orange.

Experiments monitoring people's vital
signs cdso demonstrated the accelerated
effect red and orange had over the
sedating effect of blue and green. It
might be wise for the speaker to consider
wearing a red or orange dress or sports

jacket when active, excited listening is
required of the audience.

Color consciousness is important if
your presentation has anything to do with
food or drink. It would be best to

avoid materials and clothing in blue.
Blue has been found to be an appetite
inhibitor. There seems to be an innate

aversion to linking anything edible with
the color blue. It has also been found that

this same negative effect can be felt while
19 a 3

merely eating in a blue room or from blue
table accessories.

light blue backgrounds for presentation
material. Light to medium blue is sharply
refracted by the lens of the eye and

In such a presentation, utilize red as
much as possible. Red is an appetite

tends to cast a haze over the details and

stimulant. When red is used in the design

objects on its surface.

of restaurants it causes customers to eat
and drink more and in less time! Red can

have a favorable effect on your food or
beverage presentation, too.
When a speech calls for the use of
printed handouts, material in folders,
wall charts or other visual aids, it is

Green is a soothing color that easily

SURE NEED HUMOR!

facilitates eye focus; thus, the old

Marketing Force
According to market researchers,

is to be avoided. In world-wide color

surveys, yellow-green is associated with

on research for color preferences,

nausea and sickness. Avoid it in any

color associations and colors remembered

sensitivity to, its unconscious influence

audiovisual usage.

Young children
ARE STIMULA TED
BY REDS AND

ORANGE-REDS.

political meetings

school blackboards of yesteryear have
been changed to "greenboards."

color is the most important merchandising
force today. It controls the appearance of
everything we see and it governs our
reactions to people, products and places.
Advertisers who deal with subscriptions
and direct mail solicitation rely heavily

important to consider color. Despite
the fact that yellow to yellow-green is
the color the human eye finds maximum

club, sales and

IF YOU'RE

INVOLVED,
SEND FOR
THIS BOOK

the most. The most preferred colors
according to sex may not be the most
remembered colors. The Gallup Poll
found that men best remembered violet,
dark blue, olive green and yellow in that
order. Women retain dark blue, olive
green, purple, yellow and red in that

"UNACCUSTOMED AS!AM"
. gives you 238 pages of good, current humor
Indexed for easy use. A bonanza for busy chair
men and editors. Good reading for anyone with
a sense of humor.

Pointed material to fit any occasion compiled

order.

by the International President of a world-wide
service club for his own personal use.

North Americans prefer these colors in
this order: blue, red, green, violet,
orange, yellow. Women show a slight

Send Check for i 7.95plus k95 Mailing or your

preference for red over blue. Orange is
preferred to yellow by men while women
preferred yellow over orange. For both

NCW,Seoond Printing.
Master Chorge-Visa number,Indiana add 4%Tax.

THE LORU COMPANY
P0.B0X396,NORTH WEBSTER,INDIANA 46555

sexes, yellow-green was the least liked
color.

Psychologists who study color have
found that bright yellow stimulates
anxiety in people more than any other
color. If this isn't an indictment of

yellow, add this: the after-image of
yellow and yellow-green is purple.
This means that if you are holding up a
large chart or outline written on yellow
or yellow-green paper, and the audience's
attention is drawn from the chart and

back to you, your face will momentarily
have a purplish haze. As you alternately

Color is used to grab and hook a
customer as he nonchalantly passes by
a product display. Researchers found
that it takes the average person 11
seconds to pass by a large store
window. Within that time span, his
attention must be obtained. And statistics

show this is accomplished through the
use of color in packaging. The Holsum

took a survey and found that 78 percent of
a person's purchases are unplanned—the

chalk-talk or visual presentation. Here
is something to consider.
Faber Birren, a renowned color expert,

packaging and display to stimulate
impulse buying.
Like advertisers, speakers can harness
color as a persuasive device in their
presentations. By selecting the

constricting the pupil opening of the eye,
an action that is muscular and very
fatiguing. It would be best to select an offwhite or beige background for your
presentation board, cis it would gready aid
the visual comfort of your audience.
The same arguments can be applied to

Schnurmacher (Columnist)
— Montreal Gazette

Dick Sair (Managing Editor)

Most speakers would probably use a
black marker on white paper for a

snow blindness. It handicaps our sight by

"Hilarious Jokes"
"New Fantastic Jokes"

skin.

this: White causes a form of artificitil

— News Bureau of Canada

For Toastmasters, for club,'

sales, and business meetings. I
Humor for any occasion. Up-1

result of the influence of color in

to-the-minute, fresh, newt
topical one-liners jokes and

roast lines. Joke bulletin &l
speaker's Joke books. RAVE|

REVIEWS! Pro humor for|

situationally correct color in clothing,

your speech. MAIL $7 U.S.i

audiovisual materials and surroundings,
listener response and acceptance can be
heightened. We are seeing only the tip of
the iceberg in color science today. Future
scientific breakthroughs may reveal that
color has a more persuasive
.
effect on us than we now realize. T
Linda L. Woods is a writer based in

FOR 100 "HILARIOUS"\
SAMPLE JOKES PLUS
SPEAKER'S JOKE BOOK

CATALOG. OUR7THYEAR.I

COMEDY PUBLICATIONS |
4874 Cote Des Neiges, DepL 601-T
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Laguna Beach, California.
THE
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orange-red—a warm and "edible" color.

reacting unconsciously to your purplish

has been instrumental in eliminating the
use of stark white in the design of
buildings and interiors. His reasoning is

RAVE

^

Bread Company found its sales soared
when it adopted a new wrapper in

To further demonstrate the manipulative
power of color, the DuPont Company

talk and use the chart, the audience is

JbfcgS for SPEAKERS!
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Congratulations to these Toastmasters who have
received the Distinguished Toastmaster
certificate, Toastmasters International's highest
recognition.
Michael F. Martin

Lake Forest 4220-F, Laguna Hills, CA
Vic Larson

Hughes Radar Systems 855-1, El Segundo,
CA

Lydia Douglas Boyd
Lawndaie 999-1, Lawndale, CA

Marc Sullivan

John M. Fry

The Oral Majority 3748-28, Plymouth, MI

Post Toasters 1257-56, Houston, TX

William B. Nicholls

Evo D. Marini

Michael H. Murdoch 3851-29, Tyndall Air
Force Base, FL

James W. McNitt
Alpine 1837-30, Lake Zurich, IL
Dattatray N. Manerikar
Johnson Products 2766-30, Chicago, IL

Golden Bell 2211-2, BelleVue, WA
Patricia S. Hansen

Point Loma 198-5, San Diego, CA
Ted Parsons

Lindbergh Field 4197-5, San Diego, CA
Herm Urbashich

Granite City 679-6, Saint Cloud, MN
Dennis Blesener

Missicroix 2813-6, Hastings, MN
William E. Lawson

FOE 3534-7, Portland, OR

John F. Mucha
Atomic City 1760-9, Richland, WA
Leo H. Kanter

Foremost 507-11, Evansville, IN
Keith N. Hood

Hi-Noon 1165-11, Ft. Wayne, IN
Lyn H. Eubanks

Can

Will Clark

Tri-Town 279-65, Sidney, NY

Stan Graiewski

L. W. Amy

Capital City 2953-35, Madison, WI
Bertel Robert R. Megill

Emcee 5032-64, Minnedosa, Man., Can

NAVFAC 3396-36, Alexandria, VA

Postprandial 3259-65, Rochester, NY

Marion R. Zachmann

Ivadale L. Ford

Randall C. Fox

Advanced Speakers 4036-36, Washington,

Advanced Speakers 4036-36, Washington,

Downtown 2455-68, Baton Rouge, LA
James Larry Stewart
Lafayette 2678-68, Lafayette, LA
Alvin J. Martinez

D.C.

Public Service 3174-68, New Orleans, LA

Jo Ann K. Herndon

Joan Thompson
St. Tammany Ozone 4325-68, Slidell, LA

D.C.

Joseph R. Murashie

Vet-Set 1548-56, Houston, TX

Laurier Tremblay
Club TM Dynamique 3604-61, Laval, Que.,

Linda Lee Cohen

Gold Mine 241-37, Concord, NC
Maurice W. Barbour

Colin McFarlane

New Bern 2812-37, New Bern, NC

Sunnybank 3110-69, Brisbane, Qld., Aust
William Nigel Bryan
PW 2178-70, Sydney, N.S.W., Aust
Peter Leney
Deadline 3440-70, Sydney, N.S.W., Aust
Jim Lichtwark
Lower Waikato 3157-72, Taupiri, NZ

Marcia Taylor Barney
Northwestern 2946-37, Winston Salem, NC

May S. Craven
Wilmington 3603-37, Wilmington, NC
John 1. Dunne
Redding, 197-39, Redding, CA
Wayne R. Rutten
Wascana 577-42, Regina, Sask., Can
Larry Mills

J. Mark Von Dadelszen
Hastings 3473-72, Hastings, NZ
Len Hooper

Northern Nooners 1084-42, Edmonton, Alta.,

Whitehorse 1060-73, Blackburn, Vic., Aust

Can

Joe Garmeson
CIS-Johannesburg TMC 1150-74,
Johannesburg, SAFR

Darcy Keller

Myrna Jean Selin
Early Risers 2448-42, Saskatoon, Sask., Can
Jack Jackson

Pioneer 2308-15, Boise, ID

John Richard Hely-Hutchinson

Palm Beach Noon 22-47, West Palm Beach,

Scientia 3499-74, Pretoria, South Africa

Lawrence Eugene Geisler
Downtowners 2696-15, Salt Lake City, UT

FL

James H. Merrick

Tirso A. C. Ferrer Jr.
Cebu 35-75P, Cebu City, Philippines

Norman Gates

State Farm 1178-47, Winter Haven, FL

Magic Empire 652-16, Tulsa, OK
John B. Perry
Noon Flight 1062-16, Tinker Air Force

Harry Lichtcsien
Ft. Myers 1702-47, Fort Myers, FL
Clara Gelfand

Base, OK

Good Morning 2096-47, Hollywood, FL

Phoebe J. Revelle
Indian Meridian 2361-16, Oklahoma City,

Dunedin 2166-47, Dunedin, FL

MSA II 2672-14, Atlanta, OA

OK

Richard Emmit Blaisdell

Maharlika 4313-75P, Manila, Philippines

Richard Edward Martino

ATMs

Bryan C. McAdams
Pompano Beach 3003-47, Pompano Beach, FL

Power Masters 3985-22, Overland Park, KS

Arthur B. Ingalls
Eagles 4108-25, Dallas, TX
Richard H. Kilpatrick

Eric R. Orbeta

Elizabeth Muchow

AIA TM of So. Brevard 3274-47, Indian
Hbr. Beach, FL

Congratulations to these Toastmasters who have
received the Able Toastmaster certificate ofachievement.

Ray Floyd
County Line 3299-47, Deerfield Beach, FL
Alice J. Wilber
Jose Gasper 3668-47, Tampa, FL
Douglas C. Seay

Jose Raul Montes

Dearborns Dynamic 726-28, Dearborn, MI

Mason-Dixon 2186-48, Huntsville, AL

Grand Terrace 290-F, Grand Terrace, CA

Arlene Rahm Scherf

John C. Geier

Edward C. O'Neal

Tiffin Area 951-28, Tiffin, OH

Winners Circle 674-49, Honolulu, HI

Grand Terrace 290-F, Grand Terrace, CA

Carl W. Treleaven

Raymond L. Baker

Littleton 2177-26, Littleton, CO
Richard O. Bennett

Trailblazers 2191-26, Colorado Springs, CO
Sam Poma

John Burkett
Great Lakes 2876-28, Monroe, MI

Easy Risers 109-56, Houston, TX
HE
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Foothill 116-F, Glendora, CA

Geoffrey H. Dooley
Grand Terrace 290-F, Grand Terrace, CA

Judith Ann McBride

Flair Centurions 1055-F, Rosemead, CA
19 8 3
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Carleen B. Sigsbee
Corona TM Club 1976-F, Corona, CA
Harry S. Okuda

John Braden Dashney

Graybar 1436-46, New York, NY

Roger M. Aldridge

Ronald D. Noonoo

Graybar 1436-36, New York, NY
Wayne E. Tohin

Moreno Valley 2169-F, Sunnymead, CA

Metropolitan 348-8, St. Louis, MO

Bernie Swanick

Arthur G. Felts

Blue Flame 2717-F, Costa Mesa, CA

Triangle-Forum 1936-10, Canton, OH
Joe Grytko
Pioneer 17-11, Indianpolis, IN
Vivian T. Voglund
Tecumseh 485-11, Lafayette, IN
Virgil G. Ford
Muncie 1096-11, Muncie, IN

Letha Mount

West Fullerton 3060-F, Anaheim, CA
Charline Wade Strunk

Orange Breakfast 3822-F, Orange, CA
Leo Romo Jr.
Chino Valley 3957-F, Chino, CA
James M. Wagar
Christian 4142-F, Garden Grove, CA
Gary L. Lane

Marshall D. McCuen

Huntington Park-Bell 14-1, Huntington Park,

Joe L. Hihhler

Bootstrappers 2397-7, Salem, OR

South Dade Luncheon 2463-47, Perrine, FL
Ron Reardon

Vulcan Voices 512-48, Birmingham, AL
Janice McVey
Tennessee Valley 960-48, Huntsville, AL
Donna L. Brock

Mason-Dixon 2186-48, Huntsville, AL
James M. Butler

Carmel 2182-11, Carmel, IN

Mason-Dixon 2186-48, Huntsville, AL

Sunshine H. Hastings

Devendra Dhansukhlal Mehta

NWSC Crane 2339-11, Crane, IN

CE 1333-53, Windsor, CT

Ruth L. Heath

Donald W. Mackenzie

NWSC Crane 2339-11, Crane, IN
Barry Sherman

Nathan Hale 1484-53, Manchester, CT

CA

Ken Marsh

Seattle International 10-2, Seattle, WA
Charles C. Higgins
Sweptwing 52-2, Renton, WA
Boh Christey
Bellingham 60-2, Bellingham, WA

Dukes And Dames 1299-13, State College, PA

Walter T. Niemi

Overlake 2889-2, Bellevue, WA
James J. Hardie
Capitol 365-3, Phoenix, AZ
Alex J. Pappas
Kachina 1473-3, Phoenix, AZ
Raymond E. Fowler

West Valley Orators 107-4, San Jose, CA
Peter Lum

San Mateo 191-4, San Mateo, CA

James Lee Mathews
Groton 3007-53, Groton, CT

Harold L. Goff

Florence M. Sleath

Greater Fairmont 2773-13, Fairmont, WV
James H. Martin Jr.
Greater Fairmont 2773-13, Fairmont, WV
Shirley A. Fifer

Groton 3007-53, Groton, CT
James E. Fitzpatrick

Northern Connecticut 3591-53, Windsor, CT
Vernon K. Veal

Golden Spike 1775-15, Salt Lake City, UT

Toastmasters Club 3570-54, Bloomington,IL

Cora Elizabeth Thinnes

Spoke N Word 2087-15, Ogden, UT

Daniel J. Haller
JSC 3116-56, Houston, TX

Wallace L. Haynes
Airport 3222-15, Salt Lake City, UT

Tim Tolmachoff

Richard J. Keel
Duncan 978-16, Duncan, OK
J. Dan Harlan

J.C. Hohson

Corpus Christi 3439-56, Corpus Christi, TX
Texas Talkers 3731-56, Houston, TX
Robert E. Cordts

Arlene Gaines

The Governors 3031-16, Oklahoma City, OK

Francisco 2369-4, San Jose, CA
Richard A. Meyer

Hangar 9 3996-56, Brooks Air Force Base, TX

Milton Clark Dangerfield

Keystone Intellectual 4105-16, Hominy, OK

Roy Ingham
Santa Rosa 182-57, Santa Rosa, CA

Murlean Hall

Haywood Harvey
Merritt 539-57, Oakland, CA
Ginger Kane

David F. McGinnis

Ruan Center 1991-19, Des Moines, lA
Oliver Raymond Travers
Pioneer 331-21, Victoria, B.C., Can
Evelyne Craig
Cranbrook Ladies 731-21, Cranbrook, B.C.,

Four Seasons 373-6, Roseville, MN

Can

North Valley 2038-4, San Jose, CA
Thomas Ormand Melander

Minneapolis 75-6, Minneapolis, MN
Wayne O. Evans
Rochester 271-6, Rochester, MN

Joanne M. Dahlin
Northwest Wind 692-6, Osseo, MN

Vernon 1929-21, Vernon, B.C., Can
Dave Storey
Telespeakers 2328-21, Vancouver, B.C., Can

Robert W. Groth

R.L. Larmour

Prince George 3081-21, Prince George, B.C.,
Can

North Hennepin 2464-6, Minneapolis, MN
Minnehaha 2563-6, Minneapolis, MN
Gary Miller
Missicroix 2813-6, Hastings, MN

E.T. Gumhert

St. Joseph 1439-22, Saint Joseph, MO
Dick Hileman

Business Mens 281-24, Omaha, NE

AC Earlyrisers 3646-6, Robbinsdale, MN
Joseph Thomas Vandegrift
Salem 138-7, Salem, OR

Gael Richard Kennedy
Early Bird 3386-24, Columbus, NE

Connie Ellis

West Toronto 3057-60, Toronto, Ont., Can
Katherine Ka Ling Ho

Scarborough 3090-60, Scarborough, Ont.,
Ted Bruger

Speakers 3447-60, Scarsborough, Ont., Can
Eleanor C. Barnes

Speakeasies 1926-62, Lansing, Ml

Richard D. Adams

Anita Skouho

Oshawa 2398-60, Oshawa, Ont., Can
J. Allan Farquharson
Brant 2580-60, Brantford, Ont., Can
Gary C. Reid

Can

Charlene A. Matthees

Plus-Two 349-25, Fort Worth, TX

S.M. Chanticleers 622-7, Portland, OR

Ambitious City 1586-60, Hamilton, Ont., Can
J. Ted Misiaszek

Cambridge 2728-60, Cambridge, Ont.,.Can

Merrilee C. Miller

Eatons 3346-21, Vancouver, B.C., Can

James E. Stevenson

Lakeview 2767-57, Oakland, CA
C.W. Cuttriss

H. James MacDonald

Dan Patch 1280-6, Richfield, MN
Philip Johnson
Spartan Speakers 2376-6, Richfield, MN
Marilyn J. Coady

Oakland City Center 1250-57, Oakland, CA
Richard D. Kinsey

Lloyd N. McClish

Lear Siegler 2536-62, Grand Rapids, MI
THE
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Morris Manchester

Algoma 2648-62, Sault St. Marie, Ont., Can
Steven L. Marvin

Early Bird 3719-62, Grand Rapids, MI

5202-25 Wise County
Decatur, TX—Mon.,8 p.m., Allied Agency,
103 N. State (627-3684).

5178-48 City of Champions
Gadsden, AL—Mon., 5:30 p.m.. Western
Sizzlin, Hwy. 77 (546-3341).

5179-31 cLOCKEution

Idus T. Littleton

Marlboro, MA—Tues., noon. Digital

Oak Ridge 1858-63, Oak Ridge, TN

Equipment Corp., Ill Locke Dr.(480-5423).

Michael Louis Menefee

Cookeville 2744-63, Cookeville, TN

5211-31 Free Speakers

Robert B. Leathwood

Stow, MA—Wed., noon. Data Termintd

Assiniboine 419-64, Winnipeg, Man., Can

Systems, 124 Acton St. (897-3221).

F.A. Bert Burman

Riverview 1526-64, Winnipeg, Man., Can
Martha Jane Smith
Riverview 1526-64, Winnipeg, Man., Can

5203-33 Oildale Orators

Andrew Gordon Harris

5204-33 "The Noon Time"

Venio Dictum 2170-64, Winnipeg, Man., Can
Janice Hatcher
Serendipity 2513-64, Winnipeg, Man., Can

Arroyo Grande, CA—1st & 3rd Tues.,
11:45 a.m.. City Council Chambers, 215 E.
Branch (481-8670).

Bakersfield, CA—Tues., noon, Contel,

5190-49 $ Talks

Honolulu, HI—1st & 3rd Wed., 11:30 a.m..
Bishop Trust Company Penthouse, 1000
Bishop St. (525-7569).
5191-49 FIHI

Honolulu, HI—1st & 3rd Wed., noon. First

Interstate Bank of Hawaii, 1314 S. King St.
(525-7833).

1350 Norris Rd. (393-4869).
5187-52 Aussi

Diane C. Ludwick

Empire Statesmen 1427-65, Syracuse, NY
Kenneth H. Hull

Morning Knights 2875-65, Binghamton, NY
Suzanne C. Murray
Postprandial 3259-65, Rochester, NY

5205-33 Speaking Up
Ventura, CA—2nd & 4th Tues., 6 p.m.,
American Legion Hall #339, 83 S. Palm St.
(647-6165).

Los Angeles, CA—Wed., L.A. Unified School
District, 450 N. Grand Ave. (623-4272).
3959-56 Corps Communicators
Galveston, TX—Tues., 11:30 a.m., Essayons
Bldg., Rm. 120, 444 Barracuda Ave.
(766-3839).
5154-56 Gasmasters

Houston, TX—Tues., 11:30 a.m., Trunkline

Alan I. Turof

Postprandial 3259-65, Rochester, NY
David B. McCandlish

RIT 4303-65, Rochester, NY

5198-36 National Press

Gas Company, 3000 Bissonnet (664-3401).

Washington, D.C.—2nd & 4th Mon.,
6:30 p.m.. National Press Building, 529 14th
N.W. (467-4900).

5130-57 Teletoasters

5199-36 George Hyman

Televents Studio, 10052 San Pablo Ave.
(234-8919).

Gil Goodman

Bethesda, MD—2nd & 4th Wed., noon, The

Postprandial 3269-65, Rochester, NY
Phillip L. Brown
Lynchburg 562-66, Lynchburg, VA
Robert K. Kennedy
Lynchburg 562-66, Lynchburg, VA
Glenn J. Snyder
B & W 4286-66, Lynchburg, VA

George Hyman Construction Co.,
4930 Del Ray Ave. (986-7430).
5201-37 Story Spinners
Burlington, NC—1st & 3rd Wed., 4 p.m.,
Burlington Homes, 507 Everett St. (Social
Room)(228-7714).

Westmoreland L. Harris

5197-40 Mont-Co Republican
Dayton, OH—1st & 3rd Tues., 7:30 p.m.,
Republican Headquarters, 3 W. Third St.

Business & Professional 1169-68, New
Orleans, LA

Leon Jerome Lauzon

Dupont Sabine Riv. Wrks. 2181-68, Orange,

5143-42 Dawn Breakers

TX

Edmonton, Alta., Can-Wed., 7 a.m..
Four Seasons Hotel, 10235-101 St.

Dennis M. Hand

Downtown 2455-68, Baton Rouge, LA
Elayne M. Selton
Dow Chemical 4586-68, Plaquemine, LA

(465-2833).

Maxwell H. Merrick

7 Oaks Motor Inn & Harwood Inn, 777

Ku-Ring-Gai 1091-70, Sydney, N.S.W., Aust
Anthony W. Stinson
Forest 1541-70, Sydney, N.S.W., Aust
J. Thomas Steiner
Capital 409-72, Wellington, NZ
Richard Stephen King

Albert St. & 24 Fairford St. E. (693-4387).

El Cerrito, CA—1st & 3rd Wed., 8 p.m.,

5141-60 Trinity Square
Toronto, Ont., Can—Thurs., 12:05 p.m..
Trinity Square, 483 Bay St., Fl. B-1,
North Tower (581-2165).
5183-60 Mercury
Toronto, Ont., Can—1st & 3rd Thurs.,
4:30 p.m.. Hydro PL, 700 University Ave.
(592-5859).

5207-60 Napanee Valley
Napanee, Ont., Can—Wed., 7:30 p.m..
Royal Canadian Legion, 30 Mill St. E.
(377-6707).
5260-60 Halton Hills

5173-42 Southern Saskatchewan Select

Regina, Sask., Can—Thurs., 7:30 p.m.,

Adelaide 442-73P, Adelaide, Aust

Norman Anthony Snape
Protea 2132-74, Port Elizabeth, SAFR

Halton Hills, Ont., Can—Mon., 8 p.m..
Glen Williams Town Hall (877-0558).
3404-61 T.A.S.C. - 61

5174-42 Carrot River Valley
Melfort, Sask., Can—Wed., 8 p.m., Hi-Lo
Motel, Melfort (752-2791).
2198-45 Ship Harbour
Port Hawkesbury, N.S., Can—1st & 3rd Wed.,
7 p.m.. Conference Room B-S.A.E.R.C.,
Reeves St. (625-3300).

Montreal, Que., Can—Fri., Mt.
Stephen Club, 1440 Drummond (656-5470).
5171-61 Quinze-Plus
Montreal, Que., Can—Fri., 8 p.m.,
Mt. Stephen Club, 1440 Drummond St.
(656-5470).
5132-62 Flint Bankers

5193-47 Avid Jefferson
Monticello, FL—Tues., 6:30 p.m..
Brahman Restaurant, Rt. 90 w.(997-3593).

NeWCLUBS

5175-48 Vocalizers

Flint, Ml—Mon., 8:15 a.m.. Citizens

Commercial & Savings Bank, One Citizens
Banking Center (766-7987).
5192-62 Oakwood Orators

5208-tF Ah-Ward Winner

Vestavia Hills, AL—1st & 3rd Thurs.,

Sarnia, Ont., Can—1st & 3rd Thurs.,

Rosemead, CA—Wed.,9 a.m., Montgomery
Ward, 3600 N. Rosemead Blvd. (699-0481).

5:30 p.m.. Fifth Quarter, 1041 Montgomery
Hwy.(933-4437).

7 p.m.. Kinsmen Community Centre,
668 Lakeshore (542-3822).
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5214-64 Pembina Valley
Winkler, Man., Can-lst & 3rd Mon.,
7:30 p.m., Winkler Elementary School, 8th

ANNIVGRSARES

Forest City 2729-60, London, Ont., Can
Sydney 1921-70, Sydney, N.S.W., Aust

St. (325-9631).

50 Years

20 Years

5194-65 Utica National

Orange County Braille 15-F, Anaheim, CA
Huntington Park-Bell 14-1, Huntington

Ocean State 854-31, Warwick, RI
Hales Toasters 3667-35, Hales Corners, WI
NOL Toastmasters 3637-36, White Oak,

Utica, NY-Wed., noon, Utica National
Insurance Group, 180 Genesee St
(735-3321, X 2488).

Park, CA

MD

Revenooers 3653-36, Washington, D.C.
Defense Mapping 3660-36, Washington,

40 Years

Winnipeg 250-64, Winnipeg, Man., Can

5168-66 Suffolk

DC.

Suffolk, VA--Tues., noon. Bunny's
Restaurant, 1901 Wilroy Rd. (934-2325).

State Farm 3513-48, Birmingham, AL
Youbetwecan 3672-52, Woodland Hills, CA

35 Years

Broad Ripple 517-11, Indianapolis, IN

Big M 2145-56, San Antonio, TX

Stillwater 576-16, Stillwater, OK

Martinsville, 3115-66, Martinsville, VA

5226-66 Willis Gap

30 Years

Ararat, VA-2nd & 4th Tues., 7:30 p.m.,
(251-5864).

New Horizons 1360-7, Portland, OR
Valparaiso 255-11, Valparaiso, IN
Columbus 549-11, Columbus, IN

399-68 Naw-lin's

Somass 1303-21, Port Alberni, B.C., Can
Prince Albert 1318-42, Prince Albert, Sask.,

Willis Gap Community Center, Rt. 2, Box 45

15 Years

Hilltoppers 3046-16, Oklahoma City, OK
Lonestar 1286-25, Fort Hood, TX
Union League Club of CH 70-30, Chicago
IL

Sperry New Holland 3155-38, New Holland,

Can

Metairie, LA-Tues., 7 p.m., Morrison

PA

Cafeteria, 5516 Veterans Memorial Hwy

Telstar 3217-45, Halifax, N.S., Can
Telco 3819-45, Halifax, N.S., Can

25 Years

(436-1234).

Early Risers 2117-4, Palo Alto, CA
Gordon 2801-26, Cordon, NE
Gibraltar 2819-30, Chicago, IL
Urbana 2770-40, Urbana, OH
Calliope 2821-47, Orlando, FL
Randolph AFB 2845-56, Randolph Air Force

5200-68 Zak-Bak SilverTongues
Baker, LA-'Xhurs., 7 p.m., Baker Civic
Center, 3325 Groom Rd. (775-7628).
5206-68 Thibodaux

Base, TX

Thibodaux, LA-2nd & 4th Thurs., 7 a.m.,

Downtown Toastmasters 2853-56, San

Holiday Inn, 400 E. First St. (446-2282).

Metairie 2940-68, Metairie, LA
10 Years

Sunrise 1341-24, Council Bluffs, lA
Sea Gate 996-28, Toledo, OH
Bethesda 684-36, Bethesda, MD

Speakeasies 1770-45, Montpelier, VT
Alexandra 838-72, Alexandra, NZ

Antonio, TX

WINGING IT
How to Think and
Talk Sense ...

special
price: °-

TALK YOURSELF UP . . . with
Dr. Keith Spicer's Revolutionary
Think-First, Think-Fast, TeachYourself Seminar in coherent
communication.

A MIND — STRETCHING
SEMINAR...

Six hours of stimulating, often
humorous, drills focusing on
business, professions and
government. Course includes

USING THE ACCLAIMED

Dr. Spicer's 244-page
Doubleday book, four 90-minute

DOUBLEDAY BOOK ...

"WINGING IT is the book for

you if you want to speak
creatively, competently, and
confidently. Practice Keith
Spicer's prescriptions and you
will avoid the Peter Principle."
— Dr. Laurence J. Peter, author
of The Peter Principle.

WlNc

"It IS a superb book, and I
heartily recommend it. ..

sorts

Cassettes and Extra Drill Notes

Book free with seminar; book alone $14.95
THE

binder.

A "live" seminar you can take
as often as you want at a
fraction of the cost ot a public
seminar.

HOW TO ORDER BY MAIL

Send $95.00 by check, money
order or Visa, Master Card or

Spicer unfolds the secrets
through which any platform-

American Express (name,
number, expiry) to ESI, Suite 81,
Box C34069, Seattle WA

fingernail marks in a lectern

98124-1069. Add $3.00 shipping.

can generate warmth and trust

(Canadian orders: send $95.00

and rapport with an

Can. funds to ESI, Box 34007,
Station D. Vancouver, B.C.
V6J 4M1.) Add $3.00 shipping.

audience. . . WINGING IT is a
SECOND EDITION:

broadcast standard, 78 pages

Through page after page of
easy, enjoyable reading, Keith

terrified soul who has left

Now with Voice-Indexed

cassettes recorded to

of workshop and drill
notes — all in a strong, elegant

fabulous contribution to the
communication process ..."

TOLL FREE

— Tom Ruddell, ABC, president,

CREDIT CARD ORDERS

International Association of

U.S.A.: 1-800-438-1242

Business Communicators (lABC).

Canada: Call collect (604) 879-7618
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Build Success for Your Club with

Toastmasters'

SUCCESS/LEADERSHIP
Program
WHAT IS IT? This Innovative series of programs goes beyond the
Communication & Leadership manuals and provides a whole new set
of educational benefits for Toastmasters. The SUCCESS/LEADERSHIP

Series Is designed to expand the leadership potential of every
member In your club. It brings to your club an excitingly different
training method — a semlnar-style format that In
V

volves all club members In a

m

shared learning experience.
HOW WILL MY CLUB

BENEFIT? Members enjoy

learning together. Motlva■wi
<^1

tlon and enthusiasm will

Increase. And, as members '
gain meaningful leadership

skills, they will make even greater contributions to your club's
success.

f-

HOW DOES IT WORK? It's simple. All you need Is a seminar leader
to conduct a series of learning sessions. Everything you need to know
Is In the coordinator's and participant's manuals.
C?' WHAT PROGRAMS ARE AVAILABLE? You can choose
from four separate modules:

• How to Listen Effectively helps members develop active listening skills — a vital

part of effective communication. In one90-mlnute educational session, members will learn techniques for receiving, organizing
and Interpreting what they hear. The program package contains a coordinator's guide and 10 participant s notebooks.
• Speechcraft Is more than just a learning program for members — It's one of the best member
ship-building tools you can employ! It's an
"
"
eight-week course In communications con
ducted by the members of your club. Not
only will members learn from one another
and gain manual credit for their participa
tion, most students will join your club. In

the Speechcraft package Is everything you
need to conduct a program for five people.

TOASTMASTERS INTERNATIONAL

Please send me.

• Parliamentary Procedure in
Action uses a script and overhead trans
parencies to teach effective parliamentary
procedure In a series of five IS-mlnute
sessions. It will provide members with the
skills to lead and participate In parlia
mentary discussion.
Don't wait! Put this exciting program to

work for your club. ORDER TODAY!

_module(s) of the

Speechcraft Program Starter Kit (205).

ft

Members: $12.00

Please send me

module(s) of How to

Listen Effectively (242). Members: $10.00

ings will teach you the most effective

members participate In a series of exercises
that teach the techniques and dynamics of
small group meetings. The program pack
age contains a coordinator's guide and
eight participant's manuals.

----

P.O. BOX 10400, SANTA ANA, OA 92711

• How to Conduct Productive Meet

methods for conducting and managing
meetings. In four one-hour sessions

"

4^

«llll

TOASTMASTIRS

SUCCESS
LEADERSHIP

SERIES

Please send me
module(s) of How to
Conduct Productive Meetings (236).
Members: $35.00

Please send me

module(s) of

Parliamentary Procedure In Action (237).
Members: $20.00;

Please add $3 shipping charges for each program inside
the United States, or $4.00 for shipment to Canada, Mexico
and overseas. (California residents add 6%sales tax.)

My check or money order for $

. is enclosed.

NAME

CLUB NO.

DISTRICT.

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE/PROVINCE
COUNTRY

ZIP.

n

